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Foreword

This report was commissioned by the Canada Media Fund (CMF), the Canadian Media
Production Association (CMPA) and Friends of Canadian Broadcasting (FCB), in May, 2014, to
provide an examination of the state of the Canadian television program rights market, in light of
recent developments.
The Study is designed to complement previous similar papers commissioned by
the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (“CRTC” or “Commission”)
in May, 2007, and in March, 20111, and, as appropriate, to comment on rights-related issues
raised in the Commission’s formal “Talk TV” process2.
As in earlier such reports, it should be noted that:
1. The purpose of the report is educational rather than prescriptive. While the report does
raise issues that may have public policy consequences, the purpose of this report is not
to offer guidance on public policy response.
2. The report presents a snapshot in time. The rights market is very fluid with dynamics
changing daily. While the author has made every reasonable effort to ensure
information is current and accurate at the time of writing, significant changes may be
occurring or have occurred in some areas by the time of reading.
3. The report reflects the research and views of the author, and should not be construed as
representing any views of the commissioning parties.

1

As in earlier reports, a key emphasis is on the acquisition of foreign programming rights in Canada,
given its status as an economic driver of the English-language TV market.
2
Broadcasting Notice of Consultation CRTC 2014-190.
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1. Précis

1.1.

This report provides an update on the state of the Canadian program rights market
(“Rights Study” or “this Study”) from previous studies on point. We review recent
developments including the growth of over the top television (“OTT”) in Canada and
globally, and the increasing scope of multiplatform rights, including the expansion
from “catch-up” rights to “in-season stacking”.

1.2.

The basic conclusion of this Study is that, although pressures continue to mount, the
Canadian rights market remains sound, and, barring material disruption, should
remain so through the medium term, at least.

1.3.

The vast majority of multiplatform TV rights should continue to be bought and sold in
Canada, separately from other jurisdictions – be it from the US, or other countries –
for the foreseeable future.

1.4.

As a consequence, Canadian broadcasting and increasingly OTT players should
continue to be able to obtain such rights, and continue to generate sufficient viewing
and revenue to allow them to contribute to Canadian programming and other
objectives of the Broadcasting Act, for some time.

1.5.

Barring material disruption, the degree of program, viewing and revenue losses to
foreign OTT players anticipated in Canada over the medium term should not be of
such a magnitude as to undermine the viability of the Canadian rights market.

1.6.

The Rights Study nevertheless notes that there are scenarios that could have a
material effect on such an outlook - the immediate risk being regulatory, the medium
to long-term risk being technological/competitive.

1.7.

Of particular note is that many of the key regulatory measures that support, and help
ensure, a separate Canadian program rights market are under review in the CRTC
“Talk TV” proceeding. These include simultaneous substitution, barriers to entry of
foreign services, and predominance of Canadian specialty and pay services.

1.8.

Given this “regulatory risk” to the maintenance of a separate Canadian program
rights market, the report suggests that a cautious, even conservative, approach to
review of such measures might therefore be warranted.

1.9.

Over the medium to long term, the Rights Study identifies a number of potential
technological/competitive tipping points that could have a disruptive impact on the
Canadian rights market. These include:
i. Material losses in BDU subscribers to piracy or OTT services;
ii. Bypass of the Canadian broadcasting system by major US programmers; and
iii. OTT disruption from a major international online video player that purchases
or is otherwise granted global rights to television programming but sells
advertising market-by-market.

1.10.

Identifying, monitoring and trying to better understand the potential consequences of
such tipping points will become increasingly important going forward.

Peter H. Miller, P.Eng., LL.B.
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2. Introduction

2.1.

On May 30, 2014, simultaneous announcements by Bell and Shaw3 revealed that
each BDU’s subscribers would now be able to receive the other’s conventional
network programming (that is, Global and CTV) online.

2.2.

A Bell TV subscriber “tuning” to their Bell Fibe App4 would have been pleasantly
surprised to see Global programming now available live and on demand 5. On
demand programming from a number of Shaw Media specialty channels. Showcase,
HGTV would also be newly available. Programming from Rogers channels (like
CityTV, OMNI or Sportsnet) would not be available.

2.3.

Tuning to Global on Demand on the Bell Fibe App would reveal, among other things,
4 episodes of Hawaii Five-O, 2 of Chicago Fire, 1 of each of NCIS and NCIS Los
Angeles, The Good Wife and The Blacklist, but none of popular shows like 24: Live
Another Day (in mid season) or Bones (season just over).6

2.4.

Turning to CTV on Demand, the Bell Fibe subscriber would have found 3 recent
episodes of The Mentalist, 9 (of 21) of The Voice, 5 of Kirstie, 4 of Spun Out, 2 of
MasterChef Canada, 1 of Motive and 1 of American Idol. No recent episodes of
completed series, like Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Arrow, The Goldbergs,
Hostages, The Following, Trophy Wife, Person of Interest or Orphan Black, would
have been available7.

2.5.

Turning to CBC on Demand, the viewer would have found 8 episodes of Cracked, 16
episodes of Republic of Doyle, 18 episodes of Heartland, 11 episodes of Murdoch
Mysteries, and 11 episodes of Arctic Air (all apparently full seasons except the last
that appeared to be missing an episode), plus some Rick Mercer Report, This Hour
Has 22 Minutes and Dragon's Den8.

2.6.

Never having watched Cracked, and having heard it was good (but that it was
cancelled), our viewer settles down for some “binge” watching of that show. Might as
well give it a go. Never know if it’s still going to be there next time.

2.7.

The next night, with a couple of hours to spare, our viewer decides it would be a
good to watch a movie. Not being a subscriber to The Movie Network, the TMN

3

See, for example, Shaw, Bell launch each other’s TV Everywhere platforms, Cartt, May 30, 2014.
This would have required “authentication” – proof that the subscriber is a Bell Fibe Subcriber. If
performed at home, this would have been fairly automatic as Bell Fibe and Bell Internet come as a
package.
5
As would a Shaw Go subscriber have been about seeing CTV. A Rogers Anyplace TV subscriber
would have been less happy. No programming from CTV or Shaw Media channels would have been
available.
6
As at 31/05/14, the number of Hawaii Five-O episodes had increased to 19 (still, for some reason not
the entire 21). Going to Global Go directly, without authentication (“logging in”) would have allowed the
viewer to watch 3 episodes of 24:Live Another Day, an episode of The Good Wife, recent episodes of
other shows like Rookie Blue, Elementary, The Millers, Bad Teacher, Chicago P.D. and Saturday Night
Live, but none of the other shows on Bell Fibe. Authenticating on Global Go would have allowed access
to the full season of Hawaii Five-O, NCIS Los Angeles.
7
Note that catchup episodes of most of these shows would have been available, say, a month before.
8
th
Note that these shows would have also been available prior to May 30 .
4
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OnDemand movies on FibeTV (online or VOD) are not an option9. Crackle has ads,
which is annoying. ITunes dropped its rental charge by $1 to $4.99, which is nice,
but at $8 a month for all one wants to watch, Netflix can’t be beat10. So Netflix it is.
Surfing the titles, our viewer sees the 2011 Sherlock Holmes movie with Jude Law.
What is it with Sherlock Holmes, these days? … There’s got to be at least three
series on air “inspired by”. What the heck, our viewer says, I’ll try that.
Purpose of Study

2.8.

That an online TV viewer might have been somewhat pleased but also confused by
what they found on May 30th is probably a given.

2.9.

Among their questions:








2.10.

Why are only some of my favourite shows here?
Why do some shows appear to have the whole season, while others have only
one or two or maybe three episodes?
Why can I get some shows on my BDU platform but not on the Channel site or
App, and vice versa?
Why can I get some shows without logging on, but not others11?
Why can’t I get Rogers programming on Bell or Shaw, and vice versa?
Why can’t I get my free over-the-air (OTA) TV shows on demand for free too?
Why can’t I just get everything I have on TV on Netflix? It’s so much better.

This Study is about answering these questions. How the choice, number and time
span of TV shows available online and on mobile devices has essentially gone from
zero to this in well under a decade, what the barriers are to more uniform and
ubiquitous availability, and what it means for the Canadian broadcasting system.

9

Our viewer doesn’t know that with a few appropriate searches, or access to popcornflix.com, online
pirate copies of virtually anything they might like to watch could be available.
10
On May 8, 2014 Netflix announced that its price for new Canadian customers would increase from
$7.99 to $8.99 per month; while guaranteeing that existing Canadian customers would not see price
increases for two years.
11
While Pay TV always requires authentication, a limited number of both network and specialty shows
are available on broadcaster and BDU apps and sites for free.
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3. Rights Trends over the last Decade
More Platforms, shorter windows

3.1.

The author conducted two comprehensive overviews of the Canadian Program
Rights market in 200712 and 201113, as well as a limited update (in the context of a
broader study) in 201214.

3.2.

Until 2007, the “orderly marketplace” for a popular drama would generally have
consisted of a run and repeat in prime time on conventional TV, followed by further
runs on specialty or reappearance as a syndicated strip on conventional later still. A
hot pay TV show might end up on specialty or in a boxed DVD set. VOD was still
mostly for feature film, “internet TV” was in its infancy15, and broadcasters’
relationships with YouTube, already emerging as the premier online video site, were
tenuous16.

OTT

3.3.

In 2007, what we now call over-the-top TV (“OTT”) was “still undeveloped and largely
experimental”17.

3.4.

The period from 2007 to 2011 saw an explosion of online video around the world, to
upwards of 40% of internet traffic18, with Canadians emerging as the highest-ranking
users of the internet globally, and prolific consumers of online video19.

3.5.

By 2011, OTT was a commercial – albeit rapidly evolving – reality. Netflix had a
market capitalization of $12.5 billion20, even then, greater than the value of all
Canadian TV broadcasting entities combined. Major U.S. gaming, software and web
players had OTT plays, including Apple/iTunes, Google/YouTube, Microsoft/Xbox,

12

An Overview of the Canadian Program Rights Market 2007, July 5, 2007 (“2007 Study”) .(available at
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/miller07.htm).
13
Developments in the Canadian Program Rights Market, March 31, 2011 (“2011 Study”) (available at
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/rp110331.htm).
14
Market Impact and Indicators of Over the Top Television in Canada: 2012, March, 2012, conducted
with Randal Rudniski, CFA RJR. (“2012 Study”)
(available at
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/rp120330.htm).
Other studies on the rights market have been conducted by Paul Gratton (2011) and Catherine Tait
(Towards a Framework for Digital Rights, June, 2010). Both studies are largely consistent with the
findings in the author’s previous work.
15
U.S. broadcasters and studios had leapt into Internet TV as early as the 2005/06 broadcast season,
making a significant amount of prime time network and other programming available. By the 2006/07
season, Canadian broadcasters had followed suit and obtained Canadian internet exhibition rights to a
certain amount of prime time and other programming. For example, GlobalTV.ca had episodes of Deal
Or No Deal, Heroes, The Jane Show and Survivor: Fiji; CTV.ca had Corner Gas, Nip/Tuck, The Verdict,
Robson Arms and Jeff Ltd and CBC.ca streamed The National, The Hour, and even some Hockey Night
In Canada games.
16
For example, in February, 2007, Viacom demanded that YouTube pull 100,000 plus videos from its
site.
17
2007 Report, p.9.
18
Projected by Cisco in June 2, 2010 to represent 90% by 2014, a May 29, 2013 Cisco projection puts
video in the range of 80 to 90 percent of global consumer traffic by 2017: Cisco Visual Networking Index.
19
comScore Media Metrix, Q4 2010.
20
As at March 31, 2011.
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and Amazon. U.S. studios enabled OTT, but still hedged their bets as between an
interest in greater competition for their product (between OTT and traditional TV) and
a concern that this would cannibalize sales to incumbent media.

3.6.

From 2007 to 2011, online video consumption patterns also evolved dramatically:





3.7.

From predominantly short-form user-generated video to full length, professional
content including current movies and TV series.
From exclusively PC-based to more mobile-, tablet- and TV-based.
From almost insignificant to 20 hours a month in the 18-34 year old
demographic21.
From ancillary and incidental TV consumption to apparent TV viewing
replacements22.

Online video consumption patterns have continued in these directions through to
2014:





Smart TVs and new internet-enabled set top boxes and dongles have increased
the availability and ease of access of OTT.
74% of all Canadians watch online video, spending 40% more time than
Americans23.
Multiplatform viewing now sees predictable patterns of consumption of content on
different platforms throughout the day - smartphones in the mornings
(commutes), PCs through the day, and tablets in the evening24.
Concerns about “cord cutting”, “cord shaving” and “cord nevers” have entered the
common lexicon with increasing evidence of definitive, albeit small, negative
impact.

3.8.

New and/or accelerating trends that complement or drive OTT have also emerged,
including “binge viewing”25, social TV, gaming and mobile video26.

3.9.

These trends are arguably going beyond new distribution forms to changing the
medium of TV. The role of (broadcaster) aggregator or curator is being ceded to the
“wisdom of the crowd”. And the definition of “star” and “TV program” is potentially
evolving.

The Orderly Marketplace

3.10.

A “typical” TV exhibition example in 2006, prior to OTT, would have been:

21

comScore Video Metrix, Q4 2010. Even 55+ averages 8.3 hours per month. Note, however, that short
form YouTube videos still represent the vast majority of this.
22
While not then accepted as clear cause and effect, evidence of cable subscriber declines combined
with considerable anecdotal commentary in the blogosphere suggested that cord cutting and cord
shaving were occurring as far back as 2011. A U.S. survey of 1,287 households nationwide pegged
subscriber disconnect at only 0.3%. Leichtman Research Group finds that only 0.3% of a survey sample
dropped a multi-channel video service over the past year, March 29, 2011, Hollywood Reporter. A Credit
Suisse study reported that “1-in-3 young Netflix subscribers cut cord to pay TV”, Sept. 16, 2010,
FierceOnlineVideo.
23
ComScore, 2013 year in review.
24
ComScore, 2013 year in review.
25
A term with no precise definition but generally acknowledged as the watching of multiple back-to-back
episodes of the same show at one time.
26
ComScore, 2013 year in review.
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In recent years, a typical high end Canadian drama or MOW would have been
exhibited in Canada over various broadcast windows as follows: pay TV window
of 12 to 18 months, a conventional broadcast window of 3 to 5 years (with
several runs), a specialty service window of 2 to 3 years (also with a number of
runs), then an afterlife on other specialty services or non-prime time conventional
TV.27

3.11.

By 2010 to 2012, linear broadcast exhibition was potentially combined with
distribution on one or more digital platforms, including:
Electronic Sell Through (EST) - the digital sale of a program that can be
accessed on demand via the internet, mobile and cable in perpetuity for unlimited
viewing (e.g. iTunes sale - essentially an extension of the home video or DVD
window)
Electronic Rental/Video on Demand (VOD) - the digital rental of a program that
can be accessed via the internet, mobile and cable on demand for a limited
period of time (e.g. iTunes rental)
Subscription Video on Demand (SVOD) - digital access on demand to a variety
of programs for which the viewer pays a periodic subscription (e.g. Netflix)
Free on Demand (FOD or AdVOD) - on demand access to programs at no cost
to the viewer, but usually includes advertising (e.g. non-authenticated
broadcaster VOD; Crackle)

3.12.

The complexity of such arrangements for TV and feature films was well captured by
Duopoly in a 2010 chart.

27

CAB Response to Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2006-72, Appendix 5, p. 1. Note also that a feature
film would not be much different than this; there would just be a more windows: theatrical release, then
perhaps four months later, DVD, then a month or two later VOD, then pay per view, pay TV and, then the
broadcast windows. (More recent experiments in compression of feature film windows include
simultaneous worldwide theatrical exhibition, followed almost immediately by DVD release, to combat
piracy.)
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Figure 3.1: Dynamics of Current and Evolving Windows for Theatrical and Television
Releases*
Source: TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR DIGITAL RIGHTS, June 2010, Duopoly
Source Notes: The arrows in this diagram demonstrate the general movement towards
shortening or compressing and in some cases in the digital arena, overlapping, of windows of
exhibition.
* Representative of North America.
** The 1st licence period in Canada can extend to 84 months or longer.
*** This evolving window is mainly used for Catch-Up TV (see Digital Lexicon in Appendix C for
definition).
Peter H. Miller, P.Eng., LL.B.
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3.13.

The 2011 Study stated:
The 2011 program rights marketplace is characterized by a continuing trend
towards disaggregation of rights to serve an increasing array of platforms, and, at
the same time, a compression of windows leading to increasing proximity, and in
some cases overlap of rights windows28.

3.14.

This characterization remains valid in 201429.

3.15.

Today there are at least 3 areas of increasing friction/overlap:
1. iTunes in-season VOD and broadcaster in-season stacking rights;
2. OTT vs. pay window; and
3. OTT and broadcaster in-season stacking rights30.

Defining a “broadcast window” in the OTT age

3.16.

At issue is what defines a “broadcast window” in the OTT age.

3.17.

By effectively “setting the price” for competitive post-broadcast window SVOD rights,
OTT providers like Netflix are forcing broadcasters to determine what their broadcast
franchise means – how long it needs to be to protected vs. how long it can be
monetized.

3.18.

A conventional broadcaster is almost entirely dependent on advertising revenue.
Advertising metrics have caught up to OTT, to the extent that on-demand viewing for
the first seven days after initial broadcast can be counted towards the total viewing to
the show. Thus a free seven day AdVOD catch up period can not only be easily
monetized by a conventional broadcaster, it is such a natural extension of broadcast
rights that it can be acquired for little or no incremental cost31.

3.19.

In the pre-OTT world, whether or not a broadcaster could use post-broadcast rights,
it would have had a “holdback” on at least the season, if not full series, before the
show could be exhibited elsewhere. A show might gravitate to specialty after the first
season, or go into syndication after four or more. A DVD packaged set of previous

28

2011 Study, section 2.a. A program rights “window” refers to the assignment of program rights for a
specific time period and a specific platform in a specific territory. For a general description of the concept
of program rights windows, and their application, see 2007 Report, Section 3.
29
It should be noted that the TV program rights market is not the only part of the market undergoing
dramatic change. So-called “day and date” release (theatrically and on other platforms) is starting to take
hold in documentary and smaller features. Sometimes VOD release even predates theatrical. Those
numbers that have been made publicly available suggest that VOD revenues (over an extended period)
can easily exceed ten times theatrical revenues – the two working together to build a greater whole. See,
for example: Radius-TWC Touts Docu-Cred And Reveals VOD/Digital Numbers For Two Recent Docs,
BRIAN BROOKS, deadline.com, Saturday June 7, 2014.
30
http://variety.com/2013/digital/news/in-season-stacking-rights-tv-biz-battles-for-binge-viewing1200749002/
31
This is one reason why the adoption of dynamic ad insertion could make such a difference. It would
extend the ability of broadcasters to “refresh”, if not target ads in programming viewed beyond seven
days.
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seasons of a top show might be made available soon after the last episode in a
season aired.

3.20.

What was certain for the broadcaster was that no “TV-like” competitor would be
exhibiting the same shows at the same time or soon after they did. And no viewer
could count on a show that they wanted to watch showing up again soon after its
initial airing.

3.21.

Post-OTT, this is different.

3.22.

Netflix would be more than happy to air summer releases of just finished seasons of
current network or HBO shows. They might argue that this would be good for
everyone – including the broadcaster who builds a keen audience anxious for the
next fall season. The counter argument is what if Netflix viewers get use to this trick,
and decide not buy pay TV or sit through ads on regular TV, but to just wait for
summer binging.

3.23.

This tension - between the price OTT will pay vs. the potential damage to and/or
monetization by broadcasters - is ongoing.

Canadian Rights Market Developments since 2011

3.24.

Compared to the 2007 to 2011 period, the pace of change in evolution of program
rights windows since 2011 has arguably slowed. 2007 to 2011 saw the introduction
of extensive online (“catch-up”) TV programming rights. 2014 is seeing the
extension of that to in-season “stacking” rights32 for US programming – which, while
significant, is not exactly as big a change as the introduction of online and TV rights
to begin with.

3.25.

That said, as we will discuss in the next section, the accumulated impact of changes
to the program rights market is certainly far more evident in 2014 than it was in 2011
or 2012.

3.26.

2011 saw Netflix successfully acquire the exclusive rights to distribute Paramount’s
new releases in the pay TV window in Canada. In December 2012, Netflix
announced a deal with Disney to exhibit its direct-to-video new releases beginning in
2013 and feature films from Disney Animation, Pixar, and Marvel Studios, beginning
in 2016. In June 2013, this was followed by an agreement which will see Netflix
distribute Dreamworks’ new TV series to Canadian Netflix members. And most
recently, Netflix and Warner Brothers agreed to exclusive first-run rights to The 100,
a sci-fi series by The CW33.

3.27.

Notable changes in Canada since 2011/12 nevertheless also include:
1. More attempts at “decoupling” of rights. Prior to 2011, so called “ancillary rights”
had little demonstrable value. Post-Netflix, studios now have greater sense of
the value of online rights. In fact, they know (roughly) what they can sell OTT
rights to Netflix for, establishing a de facto minimum bid on these rights, before
negotiations with Canadian broadcasters begin.

32

The rights to all of the episodes in the current season of a TV show.
OTT – Nearing an Inflection Point, Canaccord Genuity, Aravinda Galappatthige and Haesu Lee, June
3, 2014. Confirmed by industry sources.
33
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2. Greater “standardization”34 of OTT rights availability and pricing for US network
programming, including:
i. Seven day AdVOD catch-up rights being largely granted “as part of”
broadcast rights;
ii. 30 day OTT catch-up rights (i.e. permits choice of 3 and 4 episodes in
season) being largely granted for a modest step-up or as part of
broadcast rights;
iii. Holdbacks being granted through a season, but a subject of negotiation
post season. Most broadcasters are holding the line at maintaining a hold
back till the next season begins, but all season holdbacks are increasingly
rare; and
iv. In season stacking rights, which started in the 2013-14 season, will
continue and expand somewhat in 2014-15. Broadcasters report a “step
up” of the order of 10% for the combination of season holdbacks plus inseason stacking rights.
3. For pay TV programming, in season stacking has been a given since 2011/2012
and is a standard part of pay TV packages. Issues with pay TV currently revolve
more around price and duration of holdback. Canadian pay TV providers
continue to see material increases in the prices demanded by studios, given
direct, same window competition from Netflix. Price increases of 25% or more for
concluded agreements have not been unusual.
4. Challenges with digital rights management, from use of common “digital
watermarks” to “taxonomy”, have prompted industry efforts to share practices
and collaborate on potentially developing rights management standards35.
5. The November, 2013, launch by Canal+, with Daily Motion, of a French-language
OTT service in Canada36.
6. January 2014 “speculation”, yet to be formally confirmed, of plans by Rogers to
introduce their own OTT service, “Showmi”.
7. Some evidence37, likely, but not necessarily linked to the above, of Canadian
vertically-integrated players, such as Bell and Rogers, aggressively bidding for
online rights to TV shows, to prevent Netflix from acquiring them.
8. Evidence that for the 2014/15 season, costs for prime time US programming
have reduced, due to the lower than usual number of Canadian network
bidders38.

34

Use of the term ”standardization” here is not to suggest there is an “industry standard” but that norms
of practice are becoming established. This includes legal language and platforms for which VOD rights
are obtained – typically BDU SVOD & AdVOD, online (incl OTT) SVOD & AdVOD and wireless SVOD &
AdVOD. Streaming rights on the latter two platforms can also be obtained.
35
For example, Corus hosted a forum on “rights management and the future of rights licensing” at
Canada 3.0, May 14 & 15, 2013.
36
Canal+ au Canada sur l'internet via DailyMotion en mode payant, Huffington Post,
AFPQC, Par Agence France-Presse, 16/10/2013.
37
Unconfirmed allegations are that this may be driving up prices and/or denying movie and other content
for Canadian pay TV windows.
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9. Speculation that CBC plans to launch an English equivalent of Tou.tv, which
presumably suggests it would be dedicated almost exclusively to Canadian
programming.

3.28.

The principal challenge for Canadian broadcasters is not currently the availability of
OTT rights but the ability to monetize them. Where, as is largely the case of
conventional and specialty TV, there is no real OTT equivalent to broadcast rights,
and limited competition, broadcasters are having some success at obtaining OTT
rights at little to minimal incremental cost. Where there is direct competition for
original programming packages, as particularly seen in pay TV, there is material
price escalation with no incremental revenue.

3.29.

Related to this is the duration and extent of holdbacks. In this, each studio and
broadcaster has a different view and strategy. HBO content will not be found on
Netflix north or south of the border. This is a corporate decision of HBO (US). US
Netflix subscribers can see previous seasons of shows like Scandal, Scrubs, Grey’s
Anatomy, Rescue Me, Revenge, and The OffIce. But by virtue of different deals with
studios for, or broadcasters in, Canada, Netflix Canada does not have them.
Meanwhile, older seasons of Homeland and The Good Wife are available on Netflix
Canada, but not on Netflix in the US39. Other current TV shows available on Netflix
Canada include Hannibal and Hemlock Grove.

Rights to Canadian Programming

3.30.

Terms of trade (effective June 1, 2011)40 and funding conditions of CMF have
established the terms and conditions to be applied by private broadcasters in their
dealings with independent producers in the development, production and exhibition
of Canadian TV programs. The agreement encompasses broadcast by the
broadcasters and intended for the Canadian market, across a variety of technological
platforms, including conventional, specialty and pay television, as well as internet
and mobile.

3.31.

By virtue of the Terms of Trade and CMF rules, since 2011 the acquisition of most
original Canadian programming by Canadian broadcasters has included:





3.32.

Linear broadcast rights on all CRTC licensed television services owned or
affiliated with the broadcaster;
Linear streaming rights on all platforms (simultaneous or non-simultaneous with
the broadcast channels);
Free-to-consumer non-linear on-demand exhibition on all platforms;
Subscription-based non-linear on-demand exhibition on all platforms;

In other words, new Canadian programming generally comes with full catch-up rights
and in-season stacking rights.

38

In deciding to “narrow” its prime time US focus to 8-10 pm, Rogers left 7-8pm, and more importantly,
10-11 pm, open for CTV and Global to bid on (with CHCH potentially able to pick up leftovers). Two
primary Canadian bidders on 3 primary US networks’ worth of shows meant less competition and lower
prices. See, for example, Three questions for the top brass at the Upfronts, Greg O’Brien, Cartt, June 10,
2014. (Also confirmed by sources.)
39
These titles are from the 2013-14 season and may not be the case going forward. The best TV shows
on Netflix in Canada but not in the U.S., Vancouver Sun, May 29, 2014.
40
Terms of Trade Agreements have been signed between the Canadian Media Production Association
and Astral, Bell Media, Corus, Rogers and Shaw Media.
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3.33.

The CBC has a comprehensive licensing deal with Netflix, which includes Republic
of Doyle, Heartland, Mr. D, Dragons' Den and other titles41. 2013 saw it add Murdoch
Mysteries. CBC would appear to be the only major Canadian broadcaster to deem it
in its commercial interests to sublicense Canadian programming to Netflix Canada.
Whether or not such commercial arrangements are in the interests of the Canadian
broadcasting system represents an interesting question42.

3.34.

From a producer perspective, the role of domestic OTT as an acquirer of Canadian
program rights remains somewhat unclear, since, today, few rights to programming
remain after those licensed to broadcasters under the Terms of Trade.

3.35.

The experience of Canadian producers selling rights internationally to OTT,
particularly in the US, is that the market is extremely dynamic; each deal is distinct
and deal terms change rapidly. The move from exclusively scripted programming
towards the inclusion of unscripted programming is also taking place.

3.36.

A distinguishing factor in the Canadian market for rights to Canadian programming
versus international markets is the degree of vertical integration here, as it effects
both broadcast exhibition and distribution43.

The Major OTT Players in Canada

3.37.

The major OTT players in Canada remain largely the same as was the case in
2011/12, but their presence has in almost all cases expanded.

3.38.

Tou.TV, launched in 2010 by Radio-Canada, is a free OTT service that sources
French-language content from primarily public service broadcasters, including RadioCanada, TV5, Télé-Québec, RTS (Switzerland) and RTBF (Belgium). In March,
2014, Tou.tv launched an expanded subscription-based wireless service in
collaboration with Telus and Rogers44.

3.39.

Club Illico, launched by Videotron as Illicoweb.tv in 2010, has continued to add
functionality and content to become a key destination for commercial Frenchlanguage content for residents of Ontario and Quebec45, as well as a portal for online

41

Netflix Expands Licensing Deal with Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, CNW, December 4, 2013
CBC would presumably argue that this generates incremental revenues, at virtually no cost, and helps
the Corporation fulfil its mandate of reaching Canadians in means appropriate to them. The counter
argument would be that by providing Netflix with popular Canadian programming, CBC is making Netflix
more competitive than it would otherwise be, encouraging cord-cutting and shaving and hence
undermining the revenues of the system and the system’s ability to contribute. Netflix is one clear winner.
With no mandatory Canadian programming requirements, it can simply acquire as much or as little
Canadian programming as it chooses, whatever it deems beneficial to its business.
43
Independent producers cite the challenge of having fewer buyers for their products, and being under
greater pressure from buyers to grant more rights in return for a lower license fee than in the past.
Distributors cite the loss of subscribers, not to OTT, but to larger BDUs who can afford to offer loss-leader
prices.
44
Rogers, Telus, help Tou.tv offer Extra, Cartt, March 7, 2014. The free service currently offers roughly
1,200 titles. The premium service Extra adds a selection of over 400 new French titles (with new series
additions every month), and is available free to Rogers and Telus pre-paid subscribers, and for a monthly
subscription from other wireless providers.
42

45

Club Illico offers unlimited access for $9.99 per month, and is seen as a Netflix for Frenchlanguage viewers. See: Videotron taking on Netflix, launching $9.99/month “Illico Club
Unlimited” video on demand service, Ian Hardy, mobilesyrup.com, Feb 21, 2013. Videotron also has
an English-language version of Illico, similar to that of other English-language BDUs.
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content for Videotron subscribers. Consistent with the company’s history, back to
the 1999 launch of Videoway, Videotron has sought to be ahead of the curve
technologically, launching what it termed “the app that will change TV forever” earlier
in June, 2014. The app combines online content with cable set-top box functionality,
as an intended one-stop, platform agnostic, TV portal46.

3.40.

Subject to the rumoured launch of Rogers Showmi47, all other BDU OTT plays
remain directed to that BDU’s subscribers. While all these sites contain pay TV
content (for pay TV subscribers), CBC content, that of some independent and US
services, and the BDU’s own affiliated broadcast content, as already noted, the
presence of other BDU-affiliated content is subject to TV Everywhere agreements.
At the time of writing, Bell has Shaw Media content, Shaw Cable has Bell and
Rogers content; Rogers Cable has Shaw Media content; Rogers Cable and Bell TV
do not have each other’s content.

3.41.

Major broadcaster sites currently have a selection of the broadcaster’s programming
available, presumably depending on the promotional and catch up benefits as
determined by the broadcaster concerned. While more than seven day catch up
rights to much conventional TV content was available free as recently as a year ago,
such content is now increasingly going behind a pay wall, as part of TV Everywhere
strategies.

Rogers Showmi

3.42.

Since at least early 2014, it was being rumoured that Rogers Communications was
signing a massive number of content deals and at least one significant partnership
agreement (Cineplex) in order to launch a new national OTT service.

3.43.

Called Rogers’ Showmi, the service was rumoured to be designed along the Hulu
model, to extend the online viewing window of current shows to at least a couple of
months or, better still, with full in-season stacking rights. The service would offer
dynamic ad insertion in older episodes once the initial seven days after initial airing
has passed, to directly measure viewership either online or on cable VOD.

3.44.

Rogers was apparently spending over $100 million buying all the video content
windows available from as many rights holders (such as Disney/ABC, Warner Bros.,
20th Century Fox, and even Bell Media and Shaw Media) as they can. Speculation
was of a spring, 2014, launch48.

3.45.

While that timing has come and gone, analysts believe “it is a question of ‘when’
rather than ‘if’”49. Current speculation is for a fall, 2014, launch. The “what”,
however, remains a bit of a mystery.

46

Videotron reveals new, do-evrything app, Steve Faguy, Cartt, June 10, 2014
It should be noted that Rogers was also initially more aggressive with Rogers on Demand or RODO
than others in OTT, to the point that according to a CRTC 2012 survey, RODO had the highest number of
TV shows, including the highest number of Canadian TV shows (higher than Netflix, higher than CBC), at
that point in time. "Canadian Content Online" CRTC, May 2012, obtained through a May 2014 access to
information request by the Forum for Research and Policy in Communications (FRPC).
48
Is 2014 the year Canadian TV changes forever? Sources say Rogers signing waves of content deals
for new Hulu/Netflix clone, Greg O’Brien, Cartt, January 9, 2014.
47

49

OTT – Nearing an Inflection Point, Canaccord Genuity, Aravinda Galappatthige and Haesu
Lee, June 3, 2014.
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3.46.

Should Showmi follow the Hulu model, it will have a mixture of catch up TV, older
series and movie catalogues. It would be priced at roughly $10 per month, and
perhaps offer some integration with set-top boxes as a bonus for Rogers
subscribers.

3.47.

For cost reasons, it would be unlikely to have original content – but it could leverage
something that other OTT services can’t: sports. Rogers has many of the rights, but
to do it in such a way as to cannibalize existing BDU subscriptions makes no sense.
This suggests a higher price point than $10, perhaps a tiering approach and/or
bundle discounts when purchased with cable and wireless.

3.48.

With a national footprint, whether the service would be designed as complementary
to Rogers but competitive to all other BDUs (or all other non-cable BDUs) is an
interesting issue.

Foreign OTT

3.49.

Turning to foreign owned OTT, Netflix is by far the largest OTT player in Canada, as
it is in the US.

3.50.

2013 estimates put Netflix's subscriber base at approximately 29% of English
language households50 for a total of close to 3 million Canadian households (roughly
10 million Canadians), up 40% year over year. More recent analyst estimates put
Netflix at hit over 3.5 million Canadian subs as at year-end 2013, projected to hit
over 4.5 million by the end of 201451.

3.51.

Netflix continues to be a modest purchaser of Canadian programming, although it
seems unlikely that the company's Canadian programming expenditures have grown
materially with subscriber growth. Thus, while pegged at 5% of revenues in 201252,
as at 2014 this is probably closer to 2 or 3%.

3.52.

Other US OTT players in Canada include Crackle, Yahoo and YouTube:
1. Crackle is a Sony-owned online distributor of primarily Sony movies and TV
shows. It also features some original web shows. Content partners include Fox,
Lionsgate, Red Bull, and Universal. It is advertising based (but unlikely to be
advertising “driven”). Content refreshes monthly with titles being added and taken
down.
2. Yahoo, while not seen as a major player in video, has been both beefing up its
news and information strengths with the hiring of Katie Couric and (with its $1.1
billion 2013 acquisition of Tumblr), its entertainment video. Yahoo retains a
significant presence in Canada. Speculation is that Yahoo’s next step might be to
launch a YouTube-like platform and/or the commissioning of its own original
shows53.

50

Fall 2013 MTM survey, per Huffington Post, Netflix Subscribers Now Nearly A Third Of English
Canada, and http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/01/24/cord-cutting-canada_n_4657345.html
Michael Oliveira, 04.06.2014 and 01/24/2014.
51
OTT – Nearing an Inflection Point, Canaccord Genuity, Aravinda Galappatthige and Haesu Lee, June
3, 2014.
52
2012 Study.
53

It’s time for Yahoo to get serious about its mission to ‘inspire and entertain’, Dylan Tweney,
VB News, May 29, 2014.
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3. YouTube’s undisputed dominance of online user generated content (“UGC”), and
increasingly professional, video shows little sign of abating. Together YouTube
and Netflix are responsible for the majority of peak fixed network data in North
America54.

3.53.

BBC’s iPlayer is also available in Canada, but given sublicensing of rights to
Canadian broadcasters has more limited OTT rights than may be available
elsewhere55.

3.54.

The Canal+ launch, with Daily Motion, of a French-language OTT service in Canada
has already been noted. The service offers a mix of mix of free, la carte and $7.99
per month subscription content.

3.55.

In terms of other OTT in Canada, the story is more of what has not happened, than
what has. Back in 2011, Zip.ca, the Canadian DVD kiosk play, had ambitions to be a
Canadian Netflix and was to launch imminently. We’re still waiting. Apparently they
“had trouble” acquiring rights. Neulion - the old JumpTV – appears to have settled for
more of a technology play. And Blockbuster on demand, well, we kind of know what
happened to that.

Consumer OTT Devices

3.56.

New developments in the ability of Canadians to conveniently access OTT have
clearly been a driver of OTT, and particularly Netflix, in Canada.

3.57.

While initially, access to Netflix was driven by computers and game consoles, today
dedicated OTT set top boxes (Apple TV, Roku, Boxee, Slingbox56, Amazon’s Fire,
and soon, apparently, a Google box), dongles (notably Chromecast) and smart TVs
dominate. Moreover, the penetration of such "OTT enabled" TVs and connected
devices, still considerably exceeds Netflix's penetration.

3.58.

These OTT platforms, while not to be confused with OTT services, are nevertheless
pivotal to the success of such services. The variety of platform options available to
consumers, at incremental price points as little as $40 for a dongle57 on a 10 year old
flat screen TV (or $0 for a Smart TV bought within the last 2-3 yrs), make OTT
readily and easily available to all broadband subscribers in Canada.

Bandwidth Barriers to OTT

3.59.

From a consumer perspective, once they have an appropriate device, access to OTT
is only limited by:
1. The requirement to have a broadband connection
2. The requirement to have a broadband plan with sufficient data
3. The need to have an ISP with a network sufficient capacity to meet the peak
demand of all its subscribers

54

Per Sandvine: Netflix And YouTube Account For Over 50% Of Peak Fixed Network Data In
North America, Amit Chowdhry, Forbes, 11/11/2013.
55
See BBC’s FAQs here: http://iplayer.bbcworldwide.com/faqs/#95817.
56
Not strictly an OTT play, Slingbox plugs into your TV and DVR and connects to the Internet via wi-fi and
streams your cable or satellite service to a computer, tablet or phone. Slingbox 500 brings streaming
anywhere to the masses Nov 15, 2012, http://www.canadianbusiness.com/blogs-and-comment/slingbox500-brings-streaming-anywhere-to-the-masses/ Peter Nowak.
57
Google’s Chromecast retails at $39 in Canada. ”Miracast” dongles can sell for as little as $29.
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3.60.

For most Canadians, the first two may entail an additional monthly cost, but evidence
suggests that this is not a major barrier.

3.61.

CRTC statistics place broadband (1.5 Mb/s and higher) penetration at 75% of
Canadian households, and availability at almost ubiquitous.

3.62.

Typical bandwidth needs for television quality video are approximately 1 GB per hour
for SD and 3 GB per hour for HD. A consumer watching as little as 1 drama episode
and 1 movie a week in HD (2 hrs per week) would consume 24 GB a month and
likely need a data plan with no less than a 30 GB monthly data cap. A consumer
with average Canadian TV viewing habits, looking to “cut the cord” and watch
exclusively OTT in HD would need 300 GB a month. Depending on the ISP provider,
such incremental usage could be accommodated for as little as $10 a month or as
much as $45 (or more)58.

3.63.

The bandwidth capabilities of an ISP network come down to two factors:
1. The provisioning of the “last mile” to ensure it can handle “peak demand”; and
2. The interconnection to and caching of specific content to ensure that it is
available to all who might choose to watch at the same time59.

3.64.

ISPs continue to grow their networks by 30-40% annually to meet ever-increasing
peak demands60. In addition, third party “content delivery networks”, or CDNs, are
typically used by video providers to ensure that traffic is delivered along the most
optimal route to ISPs, and that heavily accessed content is cached for quick retrieval.
CDNs themselves often pay ISPs for direct access to their networks. For example,
Netflix currently pays both Verizon and Comcast in the US for such access 61. It is
not clear if such arrangements have been made in Canada.

Geo-gating

3.65.

The practice of “geo-blocking” or “geo-gating” has become central to the
management of territorial rights online62. While there are a spectrum of different
“geo-traffic management” options that can be put in place, the one most commonly
used is based on IP addresses.

3.66.

Since all internet users have a unique IP address – issued by the ISP to a computer
based on a registrant’s stated address – it is theoretically a simple matter of a

58

Based on published rates of ISP providers. Another factor not discussed here is data connection
speed. Netflix suggests a minimum of 500 Kbps – a high speed but not broadband connection. Most
ISPs primarily market connection speed, rather than bandwidth, with speeds “up to” 350 Mbps (almost
1000 times faster) now being offered.
59
Historically, regulators have only been concerned about the “last mile”, but, as discussed below, there
is pressure for them to concern themselves with interconnection arrangements. For a perspective on this,
see Netflix Wants The Internet's Benefits Without Its Costs, Bret Swanson, www.forbes.com, March 27th,
2014
60
Global Internet Phenomena Report, 1H 2014, Sandvine, p. 5.
61
For a discussion of CDNs, see It’s not a “fast lane” but Comcast built a CDN to charge for video
delivery, Jon Brodkin, arstechina.com, May 19, 2014. In a June 18, 2014, blog the FCC announced that it
would look at this issue and “get to the bottom” of consumer complaints about Internet traffic exchange.
No proceeding has been called at this stage, merely data gathering. Internet Traffic Exchange: Time to
Look under the Hood, Julie Knapp and Walter Johnston, Office of Engineering & Technology, FCC, June
18, 2014
62
A more extensive discussion of geo-gating can be found at section 3.d of the 2007 Study.
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database inquiry to limit traffic to IP addresses issued in a given country and/or direct
traffic to a given country’s equivalent.

3.67.

Unfortunately for rights holders, it is relatively easy for consumers to mask their true
location and subvert such database inquiries by using a “fake” IP address or a
service that makes it appear that the consumer is in another jurisdiction63.

3.68.

While the extent of the problem, in terms of, for example, Canadian Netflix account
holders accessing Netflix US, is not known, anecdotal evidence suggests it could be
5%, or even 10%, of Canadian Netflix account holders.

3.69.

Various measures are available to combat faking of IP addresses, including blocking
viewers who are using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to mask their location 64. But
for subscription services like Netflix, the easiest and most effective solution would
likely be to employ credit card verification.

3.70.

When paying for content with a credit card, many sites, like iTunes, simply refuse
credit cards issued in a foreign jurisdiction.

3.71.

Were Netflix to simply synch its credit card database to its subscribers’ locations, it
should have little difficulty ensuring a Canadian subscriber only receives Canadian
Netflix65.

Piracy

3.72.

Piracy has been “a cost of doing business” in the entertainment and media business
since media were invented. Whether photo-copying newspapers, using a camcorder
to tape a movie in a cinema, using a VHS to record a TV program or hacking a “box”
to get free satellite or cable.

3.73.

There are at least seven major industry responses to piracy:
1. Clamping down on offenders through enforcement of copyright laws (the route
the music industry took with illegal downloading; also the TV industry re DTH
piracy);
2. Clamping down on offenders through technological means (slowing down
torrents or deep packet inspection) or the removal of offending content (the so
called “wack-a-mole” approach);
3. Ensuring “someone pays” (even if not the offender) through copyright royalties or
other levies (e.g. levy on blank recording media, and royalties paid by libraries
and academic institutions for photocopying);
4. Accepting it, even defining the activity to be no longer “piracy” (such as home TV
recording and other home copying);
5. Shortening and aligning international windows;

63

See, for example, How to Watch Netflix Outside US, Paul Nash, VPN Creative, Oct 15, 2011.
See, for example, Hulu cracks down on geo-blocking tricks, Robert Briel, www.broadbandtvnews.com
April 28th, 2014.
65
One potential problem here is that a Canadian travelling outside Canada would also receive Canadian
Netflix. Today, if a Netflix subscriber signs on in the US, they get the US service. If they sign on in the UK,
they get the UK service. That would no longer be the case, unless credit card verification was only used
as secondary means of verification. Say, if a Canadian subscriber uses a US IP address for more than 4
weeks, and only then does it revert to the Canadian Netflix.
64
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6. Monetizing the activity; and
7. Redirecting it to legitimate, high quality, legal activity.

3.74.

Given the debacle of the music industry’s failed attempts at technological and legal
fixes, the TV industry has chosen to emphasize the last three: shortening/aligning
windows, monetizing and redirecting.

3.75.

So far, it has worked reasonably well.

3.76.

HBO’s Game of Thrones is Exhibit A in this fight.

3.77.

Game of Thrones has been called the most pirated show ever, and for good reason.

3.78.

The fifth episode of season four, First of his Name, was, when it aired May 4, 2014
the most pirated episode ever. That label didn’t last long.

3.79.

The last episode of season 4, The Children, broke this record, achieving the current
high watermark of torrent downloads for a single show - over two petabytes of data
within 12 hours of its US screening, or roughly 1.5 million downloads66.

3.80.

The fact that Game of Thrones is a hit show, on a premium pay TV network, makes it
a prime candidate for piracy out of the gate. What to do about it, and whether that
piracy robs HBO and its affiliates (including HBO Canada) of subscription revenue
that would otherwise be received, is debatable.

3.81.

On the premise, however, that most people, given a choice, will choose a legal
means of obtaining content, HBO decided to align international runs and test making
season 4 of Game of Thrones available as soon after its broadcast run, as possible.
The last episode of the season aired in Canada and the US on June 15, 2014, and in
the UK and Australia a day later. Only a few days after that, the entire series was
made available for non-HBO subscribers to purchase from online video and OTT
players like Google Play, Amazon Instant Video and Wuaki.tv in the UK and Quickflix
and Google Play in Australia67. iTunes does not yet have the show68.

3.82.

How this evolves, and whether (among other things) it puts greater pressure on
Canadian pay TV providers to give up post season “hold backs” will be something to
watch.

3.83.

Children’s programming is Exhibit B. Rather than issuing “take down” orders for
pirated content on YouTube, children’s producer/distributers like DHX Media and
Nelvana are increasingly making the decision to register such content as their own,
and collect advertising from it. Using digital watermarks to identify content
ownership, Google regularly generates lists of UGC that includes, prima facie,
pirated content. Depending on the circumstance, a DHX or Nelvana can choose to
have it taken down or have advertising included and the site’s revenues directed to
them.

3.84.

Whether the end result of the growth of legitimate OTT is less piracy (or not) is hard
to gauge. An extensive review in 2013 for NBCUniversal concluded that “users of

66

Game of Thrones finale breaks torrenting record with 2 petabytes of illegal downloads in 12 hours, Luke
Edwards, Pocket-lint, 17 June 2014. Much of this from Australia, discussed further below.
67
Game of Thrones season 4 piracy records prompt quick digital release? Now on Google Play, Amazon,
etc, Rik Henderson, Pocket-lint, Jun 19, 2014.
68
Why isn't Game of Thrones on Apple's iTunes?, Adam Turner, Sydney Herald, June 18, 2014.
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piracy ecosystems, the number of internet users who regularly obtain infringing
content, and the amount of bandwidth consumed by infringing uses of content all
increased significantly between 2010 and 2013.”69

3.85.

Around the same time, CEO and Chair of Netflix, Reed Hastings, claimed that
“Bittorrent traffic’s down by about 50 per cent [in Canada] since Netflix launched
three years ago.”70

3.86.

While Sandvine was cited as a source for the statement, at that time, current data
was not then publicly available.

3.87.

It is now. Sandvine’s Global Internet Phenomena Report: 1H 2014, released early in
2014, revealed that:
BitTorrent continues to lose share and now accounts for just 6.0% of [aggregate
internet] traffic during peak period. In our last report, we revealed that for the first
time Filesharing as a whole accounted for less than 10% of total daily traffic, and
that trend continues with Filesharing now responsible for just 8.3% of daily
network traffic. This demonstrates a sharp decline in share from the 31% of total
traffic we had revealed in our 2008 report.

3.88.

Obviously, a decrease in share is not the same as a decrease in overall activity, but
given massive increases in online video, containing piracy can only be seen as
progress. Indeed, that does appear to have occurred, although perhaps not to the
level of 50%71.

U.S. Developments since 2011

3.89.

As noted in the author’s previous Rights Reports, the US marketplace exerts by far
the most powerful influence72 on the Canadian rights market than any other
jurisdiction.

3.90.

This is not to suggest that there are no lessons to be learned from other jurisdictions.
In the following sub-section, and new to this series of rights reports, we canvass
some of these key developments and their repercussions for Canada.

3.91.

What happens in the U.S., tends to happen (at least eventually) in English Canada,
subject only to:

a. Our Broadcast Regulatory Environment;
b. Our Copyright Environment;
c. Our order of magnitude smaller size; and

69

Sizing the piracy universe, David Price, Director of Piracy Analysis, NetNames, September 2013.
Netflix CEO says torrent piracy in Canada down 50 per cent, Jesse Brown, www.macleans.ca,
September 17th, 2013.
71
Sandvine’s Spring 2011 Global Internet Phenomena Report placed BitTorrent at 17.23% of aggregate
Internet traffic, whose then monthly mean was 23 GB. The current report puts BitTorrent at 5.96% of
aggregate Internet traffic, whose monthly mean is 51.4 GB. This suggests that BitTorrent traffic, and
hence (roughly speaking) “piracy” may be down by just over 20% on an absolute basis in Canada since
Netflix’s launch.
72
“Influence” defined here as not merely changing thinking, strategy and approaches, but encompassing,
most importantly, economic impact and influencing the economic model of Canadian broadcasting
70
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d. The fact that, by virtue of ‘a.’, most American programmers have to go through
Canadian broadcast operators. As a result while they can sell “retail” into the
US, in Canada they only receive “wholesale”73.

3.92.

As in Canada, developments in the US post 2011 have been significant, but perhaps
less dramatic than those before.

3.93.

Netflix officially launched on line in the US in 1999, but the first 10 million subscribers
were not reached until 2009 – a number that was more than doubled by 2011. (By
contrast, in Canada, Netflix launched in September, 2010 and passed its first million
subs within 2 years.)

3.94.

The big changes in the US since 2011 have been the number of active OTT players,
their purchasing power, and their commitment to original series.

3.95.

Netflix has made a visible public commitment to original series, with House of Cards,
Orange is the New Black and Lilyhammer, and recently indicated that up to 10
percent of its total content acquisition budget of between $3 billion and $4 billion in
2014 will be spent on original series going forward74.

3.96.

In a much-publicized recent announcement, Netflix has also just recruited late night
E! talk show host, Chelsea Handler to host what will become Netflix's first talk show,
beginning early 2016. Whether or not the show will “reimagine” the male-oriented
late night talk show genre, Ms. Handler’s stated reason’s for joining Netflix may
already have75:
I wanted to sit with the cool kids at lunch so I approached Netflix to make sure
they were as cool as I thought they were," Handler said, "and when I confirmed
my suspicions, like with any other future lover, I made my move76.

3.97.

Hulu, whose original ownership structure and mandate limited the service to being
complementary to its broadcast owners, now has a new ownership structure, and the
mandate and resources to compete. Major current owners, including Fox, Disney
and NBCUniversal, invested $750 million in 2013. The result is that Hulu is
reportedly tripling its investment in original content, and planning to add six new
original series in 2014.

3.98.

Hulu’s television programming falls into three main types: ’last night's TV’ from
broadcast networks, a back catalogue of library and international content, and
originals, with the latter comprising roughly 5 percent of Hulu viewing. Hulu’s original
series are aimed at a sweet spot of 1 million to 3 million viewers (comparable to

73

This is a somewhat helpful but imperfect analogy. In the US, programmers still sell through broadcast
distributers, but in Canada they receive perhaps only 30-50% of this (on a per subscriber basis) given that
they mostly sell (as suppliers) to Canadian broadcasters, who then sell to Canadian broadcast
distributers.
74
A closer look at the billions of dollars Netflix, Amazon and Hulu are spending on original content,
Samantha Bookman, www.fierceonlinevideo.com, June 4th, 2014.
75
The question is both rhetorical and real. Netflix has certainly pioneered in the distribution, packaging,
presentation and discovery of TV content, but it has not yet changed the form. For all the hype, House of
Cards and Orange is the New Black and Lilyhammer are still very much traditional TV series.
76
Netflix Nabs Chelsea Handler, Begins "Reimagining" Late Night Talk Shows, www.fastcompany.com,
June 19th, 2014.
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popular mid-range cable shows) - big enough for a show to not be “some crazy
obscure thing”77

3.99.

Amazon has become a major player in the OTT space, parlaying a retail fulfilment
business into a customer retention/entertainment play with Amazon Prime Instant
Video and now (a set top box) Fire78. Not (yet) available in Canada, Amazon is tied
for second (with Hulu Plus and after Netflix) in subscriptions to US OTT services79.
Whether ultimately merely a loyalty play, or a bona fide new disruptive business
venture, Amazon appears to take the business of OTT seriously.

3.100.

To date, however, Amazon also appears to have decided to be less disruptive than
Netflix, as evidenced by HBO’s decision to license, for a reported $300 million, older
back catalogue shows like The Sopranos, Six Feet Under and The Wire to Amazon
(while at the same time, not cannibalizing HBO subscribers who want the newest
shows, including Game of Thrones and True Detective, and potentially helping HBO
mine future subscribers80.)

3.101.

Nevertheless, Amazon has also made a major play in terms of original series, in
2013, reportedly stating it would spend about $1 billion producing several original
series81.

3.102.

Dish [Network] has announced plans to launch an internet-based TV service with a
target of “people who are fed up with traditional pay TV”, that is “cord cutters, cord
nevers and what we call cord haters”. Dish is apparently looking to sign up the
networks that it carries over its traditional satellite service, although doubts have
been expressed as to whether it will ultimately turn out to be a “full blown” TV
service.82 Analysts are said to be currently expecting an online package of 20 to 30
streaming channels for approximately $30 per month.83

3.103.

And finally, a discussion of online TV is far from complete without a discussion of
YouTube. YouTube has been described as the go-to place for the next generation.

3.104.

Dismissed initially as a mere UGC play, YouTube shows indications of ambitions well
beyond this.

3.105.

In 2011, Google announced a $100 million investment in “100 new channels”. By
September 2012, twenty of the 100 original channels were receiving more than 1

77

Ibid. Quote as reported in Variety, Hulu Producing Originals Like Midrange Cable Net, Todd Spangler,
April 13, 2013.
78
A $99 Internet TV set-top-box that works with Amazon Prime Instant Video (with some gaming
functionality) making it somewhat analogous to Apple TV, but more feature rich than Roku or a
Chromecast dongle. See, for example, Amazon’s Fire TV Box: No-Brainer Strategy, But Will It Light Up
Retailer’s Revenue?, Todd Spangler, April 2, 2014, variety.com.
79
As at the end of 2013, 37% of U.S. broadband households surveyed had a Netflix subscription for OTT
content, while around 10 % had subscriptions to Hulu Plus and Amazon: Consumers’ Insatiable Appetite
for Online Video, Brett Sappington, E-Commerce Times @ smackdab.com, 03/03/14.
80
See, for example, Netflix vs. Amazon, and the New Economics of Television, Neil Irwin, New York
Times, April 25, 2014.
81
Ibid. Analysts are not clear whether this is annual or over two years, but the general consensus
appears to be that this was a two-year figure, with a further $500 million per year spent on acquisitions.
82
Dish’s upcoming internet TV service to target cord cutters and “cord haters” — Tech News and
Analysis, Janko Roettgers, gigaom.com, June 11th, 2014.
83
Dish aims to mollify cord cutters with mysterious new Internet-TV service, Alex Tretbar,
www.digitaltrends.com, June 13th, 2014.
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million views a week84. Sixty more original channels were introduced in October
201385, and a further $200 million invested in marketing86.

3.106.

Whether or not YouTube’s new channel initiative was the cause, even in part, today’s
YouTube channels or “multi-channel networks” (MCNs) are suddenly big business at least if the $950 Million that Disney (subject to reaching performance targets) paid
for leading example, Maker Studios, is any indication87. Canada’s Blue Ant has got in
on the act, reportedly taking a minority investment in Omnia Media, YouTube's third
largest music-focused network, boasting 40 million worldwide YouTube
subscribers88.

3.107.

There are more than a few observers who believe that, while currently under the
radar screen of TV producers, broadcasters and even OTT players, the “YouTubers”
are the future creators and stars of what will become mainstream TV one or two
decades from now89.

3.108.

And YouTube is not Google’s only means of disrupting TV. Google Fibre, a 1 gbps
to the home internet access service launched in Austin, Texas, Provo, Utah and
Kansas City (and slated for 34 other US Cities90 and possibly, Waterloo, Ontario91) is
at least a shot across the bow of the incumbent TV sector.

3.109.

In addition to traditional OTT services, other streaming services have emerged which
use technology to bypass traditional distribution. Aereo, introduced in New York City
in 2012, is (or was) a cloud-based streaming and DVR service, which allows
subscribers to access the live TV broadcasts in their home coverage area92.

3.110.

Aereo was successfully sued by the major US broadcast networks who alleged
copyright infringement over Aereo’s retransmission of their signals without consent.
The case reached the US Supreme Court, and the June 25, 2014 6:3 ruling in favour

84

"20% of YouTube Original Channels Achieving One Million Views a Week", Tubefilter, Sam Gutelle,
September 19, 2012.
85
"YouTube goes global with more original channels", Biz Journals, Annlee Ellingson, October 9, 2012.
86
"YouTube to Serve Niche Tastes by Adding Channels", The New York Times, Claire Cain Miller,
October 7, 2012.
87
Maker Studios is gaming driven and has 55,000 channels, 380 million subscribers and 5.5 billion
monthly views on YouTube. See, for example, Disney's YouTube deal is a real game changer, Stuart
Dredge, The Observer, March 30, 2014.
88
Blue Ant Media Invests in YouTube Network Omnia Media, Lucas Shaw, Anita Bennett,
www.thewrap.com, April 1st, 2014.
89
A large part of this is just demographics. Millennials who have grown up on YouTube are expected to
take these habits and stars to adulthood. See, for example, Larry Shapiro: ‘YouTubers are taking control
of their own destiny’, Stuart Dredge, www.theguardian.com, June 7th, 2014.
90
Google Fiber Plans Expansion To 34 New Cities (Including Salt Lake), Cheryl Conner, Forbes, Feb. 20,
2014.
91
See, for example, Is this the best sign yet that Google Fiber is coming to Canada?, Nick Waddell,
cantech letter, March 30, 2014.
92
Aereo used small HDTV antennas to receive broadcast channels, and then store the programming they
capture on servers in the Cloud. Subscribers accessed the service on the Internet to view the content.
Aereo: Everything You Need to Know, Chloe Albanesius, Jamie Lendino, April 22, 2014,
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2417555,00.asp.
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of broadcasters is expected to result in the service shutting down or changing its
technology and/or offering93.
International Trends

3.111.

While for Canada, the greatest impacts on the TV sector have emanated from the
US, and involved English-language programming, international markets have seen
domestic OTT play a bigger role, in some cases, with demand outstripping that in
North America.

3.112.

Canadian producers report the sale of library and current program rights to OTT
players internationally – including, but not limited to the majors described in this
report. However, returns are low and therefore such sales are not yet generally seen
as a significant source of revenue; there seems to be a lack of consensus as to the
importance of OTT revenue over time.

3.113.

Netflix’s international expansion plans will take it well beyond North America. In fact,
in its most recent shareholder letter, the company stated that “International revenues
currently amount to 25% of our total streaming revenue and we anticipate our
international segment to eventually surpass our U.S. market, similar to other internet
firms.”

3.114.

Netflix launched in the UK and Ireland in January 2012 and in Norway, Denmark,
Sweden and Finland in October, 2012. The service has just announced that it
expects to launch in six more European countries this year, including France,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium and Luxembourg, with France, in particular,
being seen as a “test of its global expansion strategy”94.

3.115.

Amazon Prime Instant Video is available in two European markets, the UK and
Germany.

3.116.

But US players are by no means dominant elsewhere around the world. A European
survey identified almost 2,500 TV-like VOD services operating in the 27 EU
countries.

93

Aereo Supreme Court Case Could Change TV & Cloud-Based Tech Forever, Regardless Of
Who Wins, Chris Morran, http://consumerist.com/2014/04/21/aereo-supreme-court-case-could-change-tvcloud-based-tech-forever-regardless-of-who-wins/ April 21, 2014. Off the Aereo, The Economist, June 25,
2014.
94
See, for example, Netflix to launch in six more European countries this year, Lisa Richwine and
Robert-Jan Bartunek, Reuters, May 21, 2014.
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Figure 3.2: European Summary statistics of TV-like VOD services by country, April 2013 95

3.117.

We will review three countries, here96.

95

A summary of country code acronyms can be found here:
http://gawain.membrane.com/paralegals/abbrev.html
96
More detail on the European TV and OTT, particularly UK, environment is provided at Appendix I.
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UK

3.118.

The BBC dominates the UK video streaming market, through its iPlayer platform,
with 3 billion program requests made in 2013. In 2012, it had a 42% share of ondemand consumption (in terms of viewed hours), which is expected to decline only to
36% by 201897.

3.119.

The BBC has recently changed its catch-up rules. Previously, BBC commissions
were available for seven days with series stacking giving longer availabilities. Now,
the new model will be that all shows – whether single or series – will be available for
30 days.

3.120.

iPlayer is a free service without advertising98. A different approach is taken by
Channel 4, the UK’s second public service broadcaster,99 whose ad-supported VoD
service, 4OD, has over 10 million unique users – so a fifth of the overall population
have registered to use the service, including half of all 16-24 year olds. 4OD provides
a 30 day catch-up period as standard for commissions and acquisitions100. For
shows commissioned by the channel, Channel 4 requires that the show will be
available permanently in the 4OD library.

3.121.

Greater attention appears to being paid, In the UK, to the opportunities from Netflix
and the other OTT platforms as commissioners of high value drama, than any
challenge of making sure they live up to regulatory content requirements.

3.122.

For example, Netflix has just commissioned a (reputedly) £100m 20-part series from
UK indie, Left Bank Pictures. The series, The Crown, created by writer Peter Morgan
(The Queen, Frost-Nixon) and director Stephen Daldry (Billy Elliott), traces the story
of the Queen’s reign from her ascent to the throne in 1952.

3.123.

Netflix has also invested in Channel 4’s Derek, from Ricky Gervais, and BBC’s The
Fall. These are not co-commissions. Channel 4 describes Derek as a Channel 4
commission where the producers used Netflix for the funding gap. However, Netflix is
the ‘home’ and first window for Derek in the US, so it has the appearance of a
commission.

3.124.

Amazon Prime has commissioned Ripper Street from independents Tiger Aspect
and Lookout Point. This show had been dropped by BBC1. However, now Amazon
will majority fund a new series and take the first “broadcast window,” with BBC taking
a second window.

3.125.

There is a sense that Yahoo!, Xbox and YouTube will all be commissioners of
programming from UK producers, with the current situation being labelled (paralleling
its use in North America), more than once, a “golden age for UK television”

3.126.

UK Indies are also looking at becoming OTT providers themselves. UK super-indie,
Shine Group is launching a VOD service, Shine Now, through the internet-connected
Roku set-top box in the US. The service will be available in an ad-supported version

97

Mediatheque study submitted to Ofcom by BBC.
A viewer needs to have purchased a TV license (currently £145.50 annually – approximately C$266) in
order to watch live television on iPlayer, but not to view pre-recorded programmes.
99
Channel 4 was set up by public funds, but currently does not have access to public funding, but is
funded by advertising.
100
Channel 4 has no in-house production, so all programming is either commissioned or acquired.
98
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and an ad-free version (for $1.99 per month) and will provide access to 200 hours of
Shine scripted and un-scripted content, such as Educating Essex and Got To Dance.

3.127.

Furthermore, not all existing platforms are adverse to partnerships with OTT
companies. Last year, UK’s dominant cable company, Virgin Media, entered into a
partnership with Netflix, to make the service available on its TiVo platform. Virgin has
also recently entered into discussions with Amazon Prime for a similar relationship.

France

3.128.

Though European regulation provides an overall structure for audiovisual regulation
in Europe, each country has its own regulator and its own set of rules. Those rules
are probably most restrictive in the case of France, where SVOD services with
annual revenues in excess of €10 million are required to contribute 15% of revenues
to European films and 12% to French filmmakers.

3.129.

On top of the general European requirement that a majority of content be from
Europe, France requires that 40% of broadcast content be in French. Also there is an
enforced window of 36 months after cinema release before that content can be
streamed online101.

3.130.

As noted above, Netflix has announced its intention to launch in France. However, it
has been suggested that Netflix will attempt to avoid France’s content rules by
running the service from Luxemburg.

3.131.

The issue is a material one for a number of reasons. First, unlike the case with the
UK, it is unlikely that Netflix would wish to finance much French content, absent a
regulatory requirement to do so. So this French requirement would not be in sync
with Netflix’s own commercial interests. In this way, the situation in France may
resemble more closely the situation in Canada, than does the situation in the UK.

3.132.

Second, the dominant French pay TV channel, Canal +, is one of France’s most
important funders of national content, including feature film. The potential of its
financial strength – and therefore its ability to fund French content – being weakened
by US competition – especially if that competition might be portrayed as ‘unfair,’ is
quite politically explosive.

Australia

3.133.

Under the Australian Content Standard, introduced in 2005, commercial free-to-air
broadcasters must have a minimum of 55% Australian content between 6:00am and
midnight. There are also certain requirements for documentaries and children’s
programming.

3.134.

Australia has 30% pay-TV penetration, well below other countries, and a broadband
infrastructure that is behind that of many other countries. Catch-up TV is widely
available through services provided by all the main broadcasters.

3.135.

Providers of subscription television drama (i.e. more than 50% of programming is
drama) must spend at least 10% of annual total programme expenditure on eligible
(Australian and New Zealand) drama programs annually.

101

http://www.france24.com/en/20140325-netflix-french-market-despite-protectionist-cultural-exceptioninternet-streaming/
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3.136.

Netflix has not yet launched in Australia102. However, incumbent TV companies are
concerned that a large audience is illegally accessing the US version. VPN and IP
“spoofing” tools are widely discussed in Australia: magazines for business travellers
contain recommendations for providers so that Australians can see their shows on
catch-up TV when out of the country, and it may be that this same technology is
being used to access services not available in the country.

102

“Australia’s Fevered Streaming Market Isn’t Waiting for Netflix” Variety, March 19, 2014
http://variety.com/2014/digital/news/australia-flooded-with-streaming-content-providers-and-netflix-isnteven-there-yet-1201138144/
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4. Current State of the Canadian Rights Market

4.1.

In 2011, the author characterized the state of the Canadian program rights market as
one of “good health”, but noted that “as more TV viewing shifts to on demand and
online, the Canadian rights market will be under increasing strain”.

4.2.

A similar characterization could be used today. The Canadian program rights market
remains sound, but pressures continue to mount.

4.3.

On the positive side, broadcasters have been able to purchase more catch up TV
rights and now in-season “stacking” rights, and have not suffered major new losses
of program rights to Netflix or others.

4.4.

On the negative side, (until recently at least) broadcasters have been spending more
to obtain rights, have been unable to get TV Everywhere fully off the ground and the
“grey market” is increasing (particularly, work-arounds to geo-gating, such as
subscribing to U.S. Netflix).

4.5.

Netflix appears to be operating as a rational purchaser (e.g. not irrationally
outbidding for Canadian rights) and, as discussed above, straight piracy may be
decreasing.

4.6.

It should also be noted that even current “bypass” of the Canadian broadcasting
system via OTT, including Netflix, still largely respects Canada as a separate rights
market. Net-net we are probably closer to possible tipping points, but not very close.

4.7.

In any event, the ability of Canadians to bypass Canadian broadcasters through a
Canadian Netflix, a grey market subscription to Hulu or a pirate aggregator like
Popcorn Time does not, in and of itself, render the Canadian broadcasting system
“game over”. The system has always had the potential for bypass – from the fully
100% bypass in favour of U.S. OTA broadcasters that the system was founded to
correct, to the 10% bypass to foreign “death star” grey market DTH operators of the
late 90s and early 00s. The key to the Canadian broadcasting system has never
been “preventing” bypass, but creating compelling, viable Canadian alternatives,
that most Canadians are content to watch.

4.8.

Thus, compelling exclusive, including original, Canadian content exhibition that
meets Canadians’ needs, and the structural strength of the Canadian broadcasting
system are the vital ingredients that can keep the Canadian rights market strong. We
will discuss these elements immediately below.

4.9.

That said, there is no doubt that decisions made by Government, the CRTC and the
industry over this next few years could have a major impact on the state of the
Canadian rights market. We look at this in the next section.

The Health of Canadian Broadcast Players

4.10.

The “circular relationship” between the health of the Canadian rights market and the
health of the broadcast system is evident in any serious analysis of either. The two
are not the same – in particular, foreign players that respect a separate Canadian
rights market may not be contributing to the health of the system, but they are not
necessarily undermining the market per se. However, a Canadian rights market,
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owned in material or large part by foreign players, might meet the technical definition
of “separate”, but not in a particularly helpful way103.

4.11.

Thus the health of Canadian players becomes at least an important indirect indicator.

4.12.

Financially, as Commission data confirm, while the overall system is healthy, with
revenues at an all-time high of $17 billion in 2013104, some segments are performing
better than others. Conventional television is the least healthy, with average PBIT
for Private conventional TV at – 0.1% on revenues that declined $100 million from
the previous year to $1.94 billion in 2013105. Pay and specialty television remains
strong with revenue surpassing $4 billion for the first time, and PBIT at 26.5%106. And
the BDU sector is arguably the healthiest with combined revenues increasing by
4.8% from $14.1 billion in 2012 to $14.8 billion in 2013, and the PBIT margin
climbing from 20.8% to 21.5%107

4.13.

The structure of the Canadian broadcasting system also contributes to this health.
This includes, in particular, consolidation and vertical integration that has
strengthened the system’s capacity to compete and weather, to some degree, the
changes in fortune of different segments.

4.14.

These strengths are, of course, also what helps the system amortize program costs
across Canada’s modest size, and compete with the world’s most prodigious film and
TV producer, to our south.

The Global Strategy of OTT Players

4.15.

Netflix has itself remarked on one of the key lessons of its vision – that OTT can be
subscription revenue, rather than advertising revenue, driven. Also central is the fact
that Netflix sees itself as a global OTT player.

4.16.

The world has seen broadcasters with global ambitions before. BBC, CNN, and
MTV are but a few successful broadcasters with a reach that, if not global, goes far
beyond their domestic boarders. But Netflix’s ambitions are materially different.

4.17.

By going “over the top” of domestic broadcasters, distributers and regulators, Netflix
intends to be the first truly “global broadcaster”, (recognizing, that Netflix would never
use the term “broadcaster.)

4.18.

A subscription revenue-based model makes this easier. And original content makes
it compelling.

4.19.

For acquired content, Netflix must negotiate domestic rights. Each market it enters
requires a different equation. So, in each market it enters, Netflix has different
acquired content. In each market, it assembles what it can in terms of “leftovers”
from incumbent TV players.

103

It is really a matter of degree. The author has noted elsewhere that the Canadian broadcasting
system has always had to contend with certain levels of bypass – indeed, it was founded on it. Whether
bypass is disruptive or merely “subtractive” depends on a number of factors – type and extent, among
them.
104
CRTC 2013 Monitoring Report, section 4.1 adjusted for CBC and 2013 revenues.
105
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=845759.
106
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=843969.
107
http://news.gc.ca/web/article-en.do?nid=848179.
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4.20.

Not so with original content. What Netflix commissions, Netflix controls. This
permits the retention of global rights, which, if and as original programming becomes
a greater part of OTT, could start to represent a material and permanent leakage
from the Canadian rights market.

4.21.

A global footprint isn’t theoretically necessary for this to happen, but economically it
enhances the likelihood and materiality. As Netflix obtains a bigger and bigger global
footprint in countries that have an appetite for English-language programming, its
budget for original programming, and distinctiveness will only increase. Second
window programming108 is fine, but only original programming can guarantee viewer
retention.

4.22.

And of course, Netflix is not the only example of this. Amazon, YouTube, Yahoo,
among others, all have variations on the theme, with Canada as a current or future
market.

The critical value of Canadian content

4.23.

Far longer than the timeframe of these sequential Reports, the gradual increase,
over the last 3 decades in the quality of Canadian programming produced by
broadcasters and independent producers alike is both remarkable, and essential to
the survival of the Canadian broadcasting system.

4.24.

Local and national news has long been the high watermark of Canadians’
appreciation of Canadian programming. In some ways, this should be no surprise.
News is local, first. But even that has improved – it is more readily available than
ever before, and Canadians’ appreciation for it only appears to increase with the
increasing number of platforms and sources109.

4.25.

It is in English-language drama, however, where the most remarkable progress has
occurred. While French-language drama (and Canadian comedy and children’s
programs generally) have met with success for decades, it is only in the last five
years that English-language prime-time drama has reached a point where it can
compete with the best that the US has to offer. Canadian shows like Rookie Blue,
Saving Hope and Republic of Doyle draw Canadian audiences in their millions (and
the first two, significant US audiences as well). Orphan Black, a more niche show,
has taken critics, and much of the world, by storm.

4.26.

In a world where the Canadian broadcasting system itself becomes “discretionary”,
the lesson learned by discretionary service programmers about the role of
compelling exclusive original content is apt. Quality Canadian programming is to the
Canadian broadcasting system what an anchor show is to a cable network – a
reason to “subscribe”, a reason to stay a while, and a reason to come back.

Where is TV Everywhere

4.27.

While the promise of TV Everywhere is more than three years old, the reality seems
to be something quite different.

4.28.

As noted in the introduction, the TV Everywhere experience as it exists today is at
best “mixed”.

108

The term is used loosely here. It includes time-based windows, but also the notion of programming
exhibited outside its originating market (e.g. all US programming in Canada).
109
For example, as reflected in the CRTC Phase I & II Talk TV results.
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4.29.

For eligible BDU subscribers, authentication can be confusing and time consuming.
And for non-BDU subscribers, recent losses of programming behind paywalls
arguably another reason to leave the system.

4.30.

Indications are, however, that these are largely growing pains, many of which are
likely to be resolved, as soon as the start of the 2014-15 season.

4.31.

Industry commentators expect the last remaining major TV Everywhere deals
(essentially between Rogers and Bell) to be concluded over the next few months,
and mobile and tablet platforms to be increasingly integrated into a more seamless
TV experience.

4.32.

The logic of TV Everywhere is to give current subscribers “better than” what OTT
offers, thus keeping them as subscribers, while cutting off cord-cutters to such an
extent that many or most choose to return to the fold.

4.33.

The fact that Rogers is considering its own Showmi OTT service does, however,
suggest that even some within the TV industry are not sure that this “tough love”
approach will work with Millenials – who may simply turn to YouTube, or use the
piracy route (plus occasional rabbit ears.)
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5. Towards 2020 and Beyond

5.1.

On balance, there appears to be ample reason to believe that the vast majority of TV
rights will continue to be bought and sold in Canada separately from other
jurisdictions – be it from the US, or other countries – for the foreseeable future
(certainly five years, likely more).

5.2.

There are, however, cautions to this, both competitive and regulatory. In the near
term, decisions made by Government and the CRTC could have a huge impact on
the health of the Canadian rights market. Longer term, technology and consumer
trends are likely to have a greater potential impact.

5.3.

We will discuss both types of impact below.

Regulatory Impact

5.4.

As noted in the 2007 Study:
The history of Canadian broadcasting is inextricably linked to the creation of a
distinct and separate Canadian broadcasting system, primarily owned and
controlled by Canadians. That Canadian broadcasting system has itself been
sustained by a distinct and separate market for the ownership and licensing of
the programming that broadcasters air.

5.5.

The 2007 Study identified five, generally acknowledged, key measures that support,
and help ensure, a separate Canadian program rights market110:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

5.6.

Advertising Tax Deductibility
Program Rights Protection
Barriers to Direct Foreign Entry
Preferential distribution of Canadian Services
Market entry criteria111 and support measures such as the, now, CMF

Of these five, four are within the Commission’s jurisdiction, and of these, three (the
middle three) are the subject of specific questions in the CRTC’s Phase III Talk TV
Notice (the “Notice”)112. These questions include queries as to the need for, or
benefit of, related regulatory measures either currently in place or apparently being
contemplated113.

110

Different parties have used different groupings, but stakeholders as diverse as CAB, the Coalition of
Canadian Audio-visual Unions (CCUA) and broadcast lawyer, Peter Grant, include the same core
measures.
111
In 2007, these were identified as including market entry criteria for the licensing of new local
broadcasters and, historically, advertising limits, now only applied to specialty services. A different
grouping might have included the competitive test for foreign services within this grouping rather than
grouping iii.
112
Broadcasting Notice of Consultation CRTC 2014-190.
113
There is also a specific question related to program rights, Question 31, which asks: Would these [new
regulatory] measures [to encourage the production, promotion or presentation of new, compelling and
innovative Canadian programming] affect the purchase of program rights and licence fees paid to
independent producers? As the question is a theoretical one, based on new proposals from
stakeholders, it is not addressed here.
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5.7.

While there are many dimensions to the potential impact of regulatory changes
contemplated in the Phase III Talk TV Notice, this Study will limit itself to the potential
impact on program rights and the Canadian program rights market.

Program Rights Protection

5.8.

CRTC Question 17 asks: Should simultaneous substitution be maintained? If so, why
is it still beneficial and necessary, and why do its benefits outweigh its costs and
other drawbacks?

5.9.

As noted in the 2007 Study, direct program rights protection measures primarily
benefit conventional television and include simultaneous substitution or simulcast of
terrestrial distributors and program deletion/compensation requirements for DTH.
The Study cited then industry estimates of the value of simulcast, in terms of “net
incremental Canadian TV advertising revenues” as in the $200 - $300 million
range114.

5.10.

The author notes that program rights measures today are largely unchanged from
2007, is not aware of any greater costs or drawbacks and has no reason to believe
that the monetary value is not analogous today.

5.11.

As important as this monetary value is however, it is not the only, perhaps not even
the primary reason why program rights protection, through simultaneous substitution
or other measures, is important to the maintenance of a separate Canadian rights
market.

5.12.

Until now, at least, the Commission has taken the same view, stating, for example:
The Commission considers that the protection of program rights purchased by
Canadian television programming undertakings is fundamental to maintaining the
integrity of the Canadian rights market and to the protection of the advertising
base of local and regional television stations so that they can fulfil their
commitments to Canadian programming115.

5.13.

Indeed, the link between program rights protection (through simultaneous
substitution and other measures) and the maintenance of a separate Canadian rights
market is probably as strong as the link between the maintenance of a separate
Canadian rights market and the health of the Canadian broadcasting system.

5.14.

The Commission grappled with the challenges associated with this going forward in
its 2006 Section 15 Report to government on The future environment facing the
Canadian broadcasting system:116
As a result of the borderless nature of new technologies, exclusive program
rights on a territorial basis are becoming more difficult to acquire and to protect thereby threatening the integrity of the Canadian program rights market. New
technologies have changed the previously stable marketplace for program rights.
Producers see the "ancillary rights" associated with new platforms - VOD, Mobile,

114

CAB Response to Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2006-72, Appendix 5, pp. 21 & 22. CAB cites a
1990 report prepared by Arthur Donner for the then Department of Communications which provides
historic estimates, including a $48.6 - $67.5 million range for 1988, and also a $99.2 million figure for
1990 from the same Arthur Donner report.
115
Determinations regarding certain aspects of the regulatory framework for over-the-air television,
Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2007-53, May 17, 2007
116
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/broadcast/rep061214.htm, para 272.
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Internet, etc. - as new revenue centres and seek to sell them off separately, or at
least, receive incremental licence fees. For example, in today's environment, US
producers and rights holders can reach Canadian consumers directly via
unregulated internet and mobile platforms rather than through a Canadian
broadcaster "middleman". This bypass of Canadian broadcasters may result in a
breakdown of the Canadian rights market and may significantly erode support for
Canadian content by eroding the cross-subsidy essential to its support, at least in
the English market.

5.15.

Given such challenges, the notion that the CRTC would contemplate eliminating the
one measure that continues to specifically protect the territorial rights Canadian local
broadcasters acquire is all but inconceivable.

5.16.

In an August 31, 2009 paper commissioned by the CRTC on Substitution and Signal
Integrity117, the authors explored various “technical approaches for extending
substitution”, taking it as a given that simultaneous substitution was a bare minimum.

5.17.

It is unfortunate that the thrust of the debate in this proceeding is not taking a similar
turn.

5.18.

From the perspective of the future health of the Canadian rights market, it would be
more useful to discuss how existing methods could be extended, rather than
curtailed.

Barriers to Direct Foreign Entry

5.19.

CRTC Question 13 asks: Is there a way to remove barriers to the entry of more nonCanadian programming services into Canada without an undue negative impact on
the Canadian television system?

5.20.

CRTC Question 59 asks: What are the implications, both positive and negative, of
eliminating the genre exclusivity policy?118

5.21.

As noted in the 2007 Study, pay and specialty television has relied on a different set
of interlinked policy measures than conventional television, to (together with foreign
ownership limits) encourage the development of a predominantly Canadian-owned
and controlled sector, and actively discourage, if not prevent, the direct entry of
foreign services. These remain in place today and include:
a. A CRTC authorization system for the distribution of foreign services. Through its
Eligible Satellite Services List, the Commission maintains an ongoing record of
those programming services eligible for broadcast distribution in Canada, and
under what conditions.
b. Radio Communication Act119 prohibitions and enforcement120 of measures
against descrambling of encrypted signals. This has inhibited the development
of a grey/black market for foreign services otherwise available to Canadians via
U.S. DTH services

117

Substitution and Signal Integrity, by David Keeble with contributions from Paul Hearty, Ph.D, August
31, 2009.
118
Related questions and issues are also raised at paras 50 - 52, Q. 14 – 16 & paras 104 – 112, Q. 5861.
119
Section 9(1)(c).
120
Section 10(2.1).
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c. Genre protection and direct/indirect competitive tests for Canadian licensing and
foreign entry. This has prevented the distribution of foreign-pay services in
Canada and U.S. cable channels in most popular specialty genres, thereby
assisting the ability of Canadian pay and specialty services to obtain Canadian
program rights to foreign programming from their U.S. counterparts, either
through direct partnerships or licensing.

5.22.

Combined, these measures have historically “discouraged” direct entry of foreign
services while “encouraging” partnerships or program supply agreements with such
services, thus:
a. Launching a “thriving” Canadian owned specialty and pay sector; while at the
same time
b. Ensuring Canadians can get access to virtually all popular US programming.

5.23.

The Commission’s questions do not appear to challenge the utility of these policies,
in respect of when they were enacted, but seem rather to be directed at whether
these policies are still relevant going forward.

5.24.

In the Notice, the Commission states:
51. The Commission’s general policy has been to authorize for distribution in
Canada non-Canadian services that do not compete in whole or in part with
Canadian pay or specialty services. …. The current approach is based, to a
large extent on the current genre exclusivity policy. The Commission is
examining possible changes or elimination of that policy later in this notice
(see paragraph 110). The Commission therefore wishes to explore whether a
new approach to authorizing non-Canadian services for distribution in Canada
would be appropriate.
52. One possible approach would be to authorize all non-Canadian services for
distribution in Canada, except where it can be demonstrated that distributing a
particular non-Canadian service would have an undue negative impact on the
Canadian television system. For example, a non-Canadian programming service
would be approved for distribution in Canada unless it holds exclusive program
rights that would otherwise be available in Canada or if the non-Canadian service
is an important source of programming for a Canadian service. As with the
current approach, the Commission would continue to consider these applications
on a case-by-case basis and would rely on evidence filed to demonstrate that
authorizing a particular non-Canadian service for distribution in Canada would
have an undue negative impact on the Canadian television system.

5.25.

In these paragraphs, the Commission appears to be stating that a primary rationale
for changing the current entry rules for foreign services would be because this could
be necessitated by possible changes to genre exclusive policy.

5.26.

In a 2013 Study on Genre Protection (“Genre Study”)121, the author noted that the
tests for genre exclusivity and entry of foreign services were “different tests” and that
“elimination of genre exclusivity need not prevent maintenance of the foreign
services test”.

121

The CRTC’s Genre Protection Policy: A 2013 Discussion Paper, Peter H. Miller, March 15, 2013,
prepared for the CRTC in anticipation of then plans to review the genre protection policy in 2013/14.
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5.27.

If, however, the Commission’s concern is that in practice, maintenance of current
foreign tests might prove more difficult, this certainly raises the stakes regarding the
potential abandonment of genre exclusivity.

5.28.

The Commission’s proposal on foreign entry appears to both change the test and
reverse the onus:
a. Rather than the test being one of “compete in whole or in part with Canadian pay
or specialty services”, it would become one of “undue negative impact on the
Canadian television system”. Presumably this change must mean something.
And presumably it is a weaker test – both because of the use of the word
“impact”, rather than “compete”, and because the test would no longer be viz a
particular service, but viz the whole system. The caveat that a non-Canadian
service “not be an important source of programming for a Canadian service”,
notwithstanding;
b. Rather than a test to “authorize” entry, the “approach would be to authorize all
non-Canadian services for distribution in Canada, except …”. The significance of
a “reverse onus” test is amply demonstrated by Commission decisions to reverse
the onus on undue preference clauses adhered to by BDUs among others.

5.29.

The net result of these changes would not be immaterial. Rather than holding the
upper hand in keeping foreign services out unless proven to be non-competitive
(even in part), services would have to prove their entry would have an “undue
negative impact on the Canadian television system”

5.30.

As an evidence-based proceeding, presumably the Commission will test the thesis,
apparent in its motivation for contemplating this change, that there is material
consumer demand for increased access to non-Canadian services whose
programming is not otherwise available. In particular, any “desire for programming
from non-traditional and international sources” would not appear to be something
current rules prevent, but rather stems from a lack of sufficient demand.

5.31.

Even however, if such demand exists, the author questions whether the Canadian
broadcasting system need meet it, to the possible detriment of its viability (or at least
the specialty and pay component within it).

5.32.

While incumbency and long-term contracts may prevent many foreign services with
current Canadian affiliations from immediately taking advantage of a loosening of the
rules of entry, it is only reasonable to assume that such loosening will ultimately lead
to more direct entry. Canadian services will stand the prospect of losing these
affiliations, including losing popular foreign programming, to the detriment of their
revenues, profitability and ability to support Canadian programming. Meanwhile,
more foreign services will come in directly, at initially attractive prices that could
logically be expected to increase once Canadian competition is reduced or
eliminated.

5.33.

In sum, it is reasonable to assume that a material loosening of the foreign service
entry rules would increase the entry of non-contributing foreign services, and
decrease the rights available to Canadian services. The notion of “non-exclusivity” of
program rights is of nominal help in this regard. Barring a CRTC decision to regulate
programming costs (almost inconceivable), non-exclusive programming rights would
not have sufficient value to Canadian discretionary services, nor can it be assumed
that they would be made available at reasonable prices.
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5.34.

To the extent that Canadians want to bypass the Canadian broadcasting system to
directly access foreign services that make no contribution to the system, there are
already numerous legal and more questionable means

5.35.

The Canadian broadcasting system was never intended to meet all the programming
needs of all Canadians. What it always has, is meet most of them. And today,
arguably more than it ever has.

Preferential distribution of Canadian Services

5.36.

The Commission sets out proposals concerning a “a small, all-Canadian basic
service” at paragraphs 41 to 43 of the Notice, and a possible approach “to allow
subscribers to select all discretionary programming services on a stand-alone (pickand-pay) basis as well as allow subscribers to build their own custom packages of
discretionary programming services (build-your-own-package)” at paragraphs 44 to
48.

5.37.

CRTC Question 1 asks: What are the potential effects, both positive and negative, of
the proposed approach set out in paragraphs 40 to 48 above on different elements of
the broadcasting system, including consumers, discretionary services, BDUs, the
production sector, OLMCs and ethnic broadcasters?

5.38.

CRTC Question 11 asks: Is there a need to maintain the requirement that each
subscriber receives a preponderance of Canadian services?122

5.39.

Measures identified in this area in the 2007 Study included priority carriage for local
television stations, mandatory carriage for certain “public interest” specialty services
(s. 9(1)(h)), access rules for other specialty services; and tiering and linkage rules to
ensure a predominance of Canadian specialty and pay services in all BDU channel
packages123.

5.40.

While “tiering and linkage” rules per se no longer exist in the same form, the other
four areas do, and are in one form or other, under examination in this proceeding124.

5.41.

Of all these potential changes, it is the questioning of the “preponderance rule” that is
likely of most significance. While, for example, pick and pay may have a material
impact on the system, it would not necessarily have a direct material impact on the
Canadian rights market125.

5.42.

Measures to ensure the predominance or preponderance of Canadian services stem
from of subsection 3(1)(f) of the Broadcasting Act which states:

122

CRTC Questions 2 through 12 ask further specific questions on point.
From 2007 Report, section 2(b)(Iv).
124
The issue of “access rules” was raised in the Notice in the context of “Promoting access for nonvertically integrated programming sources” para 91 – 96, Question 46 & 48 and “streamlined licencing”
para 114 – 117, Questions 62 – 66.
125
The companion study by the author in this process, Canadian Television: An Environmental Scan
(2014), does examine the potential impact of this measure. The difference between pick and pay and
other potential measures is not just a matter of degree. While pick and pay may reduce revenues, by
reducing the number of subscribers to a service, it doesn’t necessarily advantage any other means of
distribution. Thus it is possible that even if it had a material impact on revenues, it would not have a
“tipping point” or even material effect on rights.
123
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Each broadcasting undertaking shall make maximum use, and in no case less
than predominant use, of Canadian creative and other resources in the creation
and presentation of programming, unless the nature of the service provided by
the undertaking, such as specialized content or format or the use of languages
other than French and English, renders that use impracticable, in which case the
undertaking shall make the greatest practicable use of those resources;

5.43.

From a practical perspective, preponderance ensured that BDUs gave (then weak)
Canadian services “strong packaging partners” in (primarily) US services, to ensure
that the highest number Canadian subscribers would receive them.

5.44.

The Commissions concern going forward, as expressed in paragraph 48 of the
Notice is that “in an environment where subscribers expect more choice, the
mechanisms that would prevent them from selecting non-Canadian services they
wish to receive to comply with a preponderance rule could be seen as limiting choice
and flexibility”.

5.45.

There is also an argument that, all things being equal, now that most Canadian
services are well established, such support is no longer required.

5.46.

This is debatable. But it is hard to see how removing the option of having US
packaging partners (no one is prevented from having an all Canadian pack) would be
an improvement. And from a rights perspective, there would only be down side.

Abandonment of OTA Transmission

5.47.

CRTC Question 24 asks: Given that the vast majority of Canadians receive television
services through a cable or satellite subscription, are there compelling reasons to
maintain and support OTA transmission?

5.48.

From a legal program rights perspective, were local television stations to entirely
abandon their OTA distribution in favour of direct or satellite feeds, they would, in
effect, change their status to that of local specialty services. This has at least four
potential legal consequences:
1. The station would not have a valid broadcasting licence and would have to apply
for an amendment to licence to that of a local specialty service;
2. Local carriage would not be assured under the BDU regulations, which would
either have to be changed to a guarantee priority carriage, or the service would
have to negotiate terms and conditions, including potentially compensation, with
BDUs;
3. To the extent that a local station has acquired local OTA rights, rather than
specialty rights, it would (in theory, at least) no longer have the necessary
program rights to broadcast its programming; and
4. Any distant signal carriage of this program would be in breach of the s.31
compulsory licence provisions of the Copyright Act. Such distant signal carriage
would henceforth require specific contractual authorization, potentially involving
additional territories or “runs”.

5.49.

Whether the business consequences of these potential new legal circumstances
would be material or not would depend on the regulatory framework established by
the Commission and the circumstances of the local station concerned.

5.50.

This Study won’t speculate extensively on the regulatory framework that could be
established by the Commission in the absence of OTA transmission. Presumably
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the Commission would, at minimum, restore some form of “priority carriage” rights to
formerly OTA stations. Note that the Commission would also be in a position to
contemplate some form of negotiated “fee-for-carriage” or “value-for-signal”, without
the legal concerns raised by the 2010 Federal Court reference126.

5.51.

Within a station’s local market, the switch in status from OTA station to specialty
service would have varying impacts on program rights, depending on the type of
programming. With station-produced programming, there would be virtually no issue,
except, possibly, for music in live programming. For Canadian commissioned
programming, a broadcaster would likely have either acquired specialty and
conventional TV rights in the first place, or be in a reasonable position to now acquire
specialty rights. For acquired programming, particularly US, issues are far from
clear.

5.52.

Underlying rights clearances and residuals for US OTA rights can be appreciably
different than those of specialty (or, in the US, cable). This suggests that for an
individual station heavily dependent on US programming, the likelihood of
successfully being able to obtain specialty rights may be low. Only a major
Canadian network could possibly have the resources and negotiating leverage to do
so – and this only if there were multiple OTA stations involved.

5.53.

With respect to the issue of distant signal carriage, in the case of any “network
affiliate”, the challenges of clearing the rights necessary to permit continued distant
signal carriage might well be insurmountable. Certainly, if local OTA affiliate “A”
finds it has in its market a distant, no longer originating OTA affiliate station “B”, local
OTA affiliate “A” can be expected assert its local market program exclusivity. And
even if station “A” (perhaps as part of the same corporate family as station “B”) were
not to assert its rights, the originating program rights holders (say a US studio) likely
would. The likely end result would be a decision by any no-longer originating OTA,
to no longer permit distant signal carriage127.

5.54.

Players acting rationally, therefore, it is hard to envisage that if the CRTC were to
give stations the option of termination of OTA transmission, that this would have a
major negative consequence for the Canadian program rights marketplace. A
principal reason being that, as it stands, few stations would appear to be in a position
to exercise that option.

Summary Observations

5.55.

Given the extensive nature of the Notice, it should, perhaps, not come as a surprise
that virtually every measure within the Commission’s jurisdiction that has historically
been seen to support, and help ensure, a separate Canadian program rights market
is “on the table” in this proceeding.

5.56.

That said, even if it is presumed that the mere raising of a proposal does not mean a
disposition towards it, the “regulatory risk” to the maintenance of a separate
Canadian program rights market in this process appears high.

5.57.

That regulatory risk is particularly high, given

126

2011 Federal Court of Appeal No. 64, Feb. 28, 2011, Docket: A-113-10
At stake, but tangential to the issues of concern in this report, could be $12M of $16M in annual
retransmission royalties.
127
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a. The sheer magnitude of contemplated change;
b. Apparent or perceived linkages between measures128.

5.58.

In the extreme, as a result of this proceeding, the Commission could theoretically
disassemble every regulatory measure currently in place that supports a separate
Canadian program rights market.

5.59.

A cautious, even conservative, approach to review of such measures might therefore
be warranted.

5.60.

This is not to suggest that some change is not necessary or appropriate for good and
valid public policy reasons. But to remove or fundamentally change multiple
regulatory measures that support a separate Canadian program rights market could
well present a greater risk to the Canadian broadcasting system than any current
external threat.

Technological Impact

5.61.

Over the medium to long term, there are at least two plausible technologically-driven
scenarios that could conceivably have a material, if not devastating, impact on the
Canadian rights market, and hence, Canadian broadcasting system. One would
involve an evolution in business models of existing players, the other, major
disruption from outside.

The HBO-becomes-Netflix scenario

5.62.

Fundamental disruption rarely comes from within a sector. If it happens, it tends to
come from outside. First, because incumbents don’t see it coming, and second,
because, even if they see it coming, they’d rather not disrupt their own business
model.

5.63.

In times of massive change, occasionally (or eventually) companies decide to disrupt
themselves. They “see the future”, and decide to ride it, rather than be side swiped
by it.

5.64.

Should Rogers launch ShowMi, it would be an example of a relatively early “internal
disruption”129. And one that could be good for the Canadian program rights market.

5.65.

One that would be “bad” is if a major US TV brand chose to bypass the Canadian
broadcasting system, and forego its indirect entry through Canadian broadcasters, in
favour of a direct OTT service.

128

For example, the Notice’s discussion on a possible “new approach to authorizing non-Canadian
services for distribution in Canada”, suggests “the current approach is based, to a large extent on the
current genre exclusivity policy”, with the inference being that if the Commission changes its genre
exclusivity policy, it must also change its approach to authorizing non-Canadian services. In a 2013
Study on Genre Protection, the author stated that the tests for genre exclusivity a entry of foreign services
were “different tests” and that “elimination of genre exclusivity need not prevent maintenance of the
foreign services test”, although in practice, this might prove difficult.
129
Another historic (although by today’s standards less stark) example of this in Canada was the
introduction of specialty services. With the exception of the CHUM/CityTV group, the first applicants and
operators of specialty services were not the major conventional broadcasters. Indeed, the then
conventional broadcaster trade association, CAB, was tasked with opposing entry and imposing restraints
on new specialty services. One by one, however, then conventional broadcasters saw the future, and
launched and eventually acquired the largest independent specialty groups – to the point that today, the
major broadcast groups are affiliated with all the major specialty services.
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5.66.

While theoretically doable by any major US conventional, cable or pay service that is
at least “known to” Canadians, the one that is most conceivable, is arguably the
HBO-becomes-Netflix scenario.

5.67.

By this, we mean the notion of HBO deciding to take its HBO GO service direct to
Canadians, bypassing Corus and Bell130. Such a move could directly cost the
system tens of millions of dollars in revenues – even hundreds (to the extent that
subscribers to pay TV, subscribe primarily for HBO content, and some would cancel
their entire cable subscription without it).

5.68.

While we can safely assume that this would not be possible under the terms of
HBO’s current licensing agreements with Corus and Bell, these agreements are
understood to expire in 2017. Moreover HBO has already openly contemplated the
notion of ultimately going direct to consumers without a cable subscription.

5.69.

HBO's Chief Executive is reported to have recently said, "Right now we have the
right model", but that "Maybe HBO GO, with our broadband partners, could evolve."
He also reportedly said that HBO GO could be packaged with a monthly internet
service, in partnership with broadband providers, reducing the cost, and that
customers could pay $50 a month for their broadband internet and [potentially] an
extra $10 or $15 for HBO to be packaged in with that service, for a total of $60 or
$65 per month131.

5.70.

Sadly, the helpful caveat “with our broadband partners”, doesn’t necessarily help
much in the Canadian context. First, because HBO already is one step removed
from Canadian distributers – they license their content to Canadian pay TV providers
(Corus and Bell) rather than directly licensing pay TV, PPV “channels” – and hence
receive “wholesale” rather “retail” rates for their programming here. Second,
because, as it stands, moving HBO from BDU to online distribution would remove its
CPE obligations as well.

5.71.

This, plus other factors, suggests that an HBO GO direct to Canadian consumers,
bypassing both Canadian broadcasters and BDUs, could make sense for HBO, and
be a major loss for the Canadian broadcasting system.

5.72.

Moreover, in an OTT battle between HBO and Netflix OTT services, HBO would
probably do quite well indeed. Factors include:




HBO is generally seen as a better service than Netflix – more acclaimed
original content and more/better movies.
HBO’s direct to consumer price in Canada could be as little as Netflix’s,
but could also be 50% higher. HBO would make more money per sub,
regardless.
Many consumers would happily subscribe to Netflix and HBO GO Direct,
some would switch.

130

As already noted, a French-language an equivalent has already occurred. In teaming up with Daily
Motion and entering Canada directly with their own OTT platform, Canal + (the major Pay TV operator in
France) has bypassed the Canadian system. The irony of this coming from France – perhaps the most
culturally protective of all Western nations – is not lost. The author is not aware, however, of any material
harm having been caused by this bypass, at least not yet.
131
As reported by Reuters, HBO CEO mulls teaming with broadband partners for HBO GO
Alistair Barr, March 21, 2013.
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Netflix reached 30% penetration in Canada in 4 years; HBO GO Direct
could probably get there in considerably less time.
Situation today:
 Netflix retail, HBO wholesale - same per sub cost;
 Netflix outsources distribution costs to ISP/consumer; HBO relies
on cable/DTH; and
 HBO Canada loses a further Canadian cut for CPE and local
broadcast partner (Corus or Bell); Netflix gets same revenue per
sub; but has slightly higher costs (marketing; market but no
mandated CPE).
If HBO goes direct to Canadian consumers, HBO and affected Canadian
broadcaster/BDU/ISP could each do better – by cutting out mandated
CPE and higher margins on ISP revenue (eg. charging $25 for unlimited
bandwidth).

5.73.

The author is not suggesting that this is a likely scenario, just that it is within the
realm of possibility.

5.74.

More likely, or at least alternatively, the “threat” of HBO Direct would allow HBO to
secure higher rights payments from existing Canadian pay TV serviced partners, or
some kind of compromise where, for example, HBO (US) has a greater interest in
HBO G0 (Canada) and makes it available to non-HBO Canada subscribers, subject
to a hold back on 1st run series, as HBO has done with Amazon in the US.

5.75.

In such negotiations, the fact that one pay TV service is owned by a major ISP, and
the other is affiliated, would not be lost on HBO.

5.76.

While not necessarily an intended consequence of consolidation and vertical
integration, this could well be a “positive” factor in ensuring that players like HBO
indirectly support rather than undermine the Canadian broadcasting system.

The YouTube becomes TV scenario

5.77.

Over the long term, that is beyond 2020, there are any number of scenarios that
could be contemplated that would have a completely disruptive impact on the
Canadian program rights market and Canadian broadcasting system.

5.78.

The key technological enabler of such disruption would be the evolution and
expansion of the internet to become the predominant vehicle for the distribution of
television.

5.79.

Many commentators see this as a given; others, just a technical possibility132.

5.80.

Certainly, from a transmission platform perspective, the distinction between TV and
OTT is narrowing. Both are digital, and cable is increasingly becoming IP based133.
BDU and ISP services run on the same “last mile” networks, with capacity allocated
as between the two on an as-needed basis. That said, at current growth rates, it
would still take the internet as long as a decade to be able to accommodate TV-like
volumes of video.

132

In August, 2013 the CEO of Cablevision stated that given the inevitable transition of TV to the internet,
“there could come a day” when Cablevision stops offering TV service, making broadband its primary
offering. Will cable operators, CDNs and ISPs make or break the future of online streaming video?, Alon
Maor, gigaom.com, May 25, 2014.
133
IPTV is obviously already IP based; digital cable is transitioning to IP.
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5.81.

It would not, however, take all of TV migrating over to the internet to completely
disrupt the Canadian system. Just the future of TV. And for many young Canadians,
that is YouTube.

5.82.

Netflix has a current market capitalization of $24 billion - double it’s 2011 value and
now considerably greater than the value of all Canadian TV broadcasting entities
combined134. Google, parent company of YouTube, has a market cap of $376 billion.

5.83.

If any company has the capacity, and potentially interest, to completely disrupt
television over the long term, it is probably Google (and what a perfect test bed
Canada could be).

5.84.

To date, YouTube’s primarily UGC model has been seen as complementary to TV.
“Professional” YouTube content is growing, but again, is seen as hyperniche and not
an “alternative” to TV. Even major studios, which used to be highly concerned about
piracy on YouTube, are generally tolerant of it, finding the promotional and
engagement value worth the cost.

5.85.

Meanwhile, slowly but surely, YouTube and OTT are potentially moving a generation
of young viewers off TV. And as the monetization model for video advertising
improves, YouTube is the company best placed to take advantage of it for TV
content.

5.86.

With its global reach but local advertising model, Google would have both the
resources and platform to commission high quality original TV programming,
purchase global rights to television programming, exhibit both globally and monetize
them locally.

5.87.

While other companies also have resources and potential incentive to fundamentally
disrupt television135, none is currently as well placed as Google.

Potential Tipping Points

5.88.

The above suggests that at least four types of “tipping points” can be envisaged
going forward136:
a. Material losses in BDU and/or broadcaster subscribers and revenues to
piracy or OTT services. This would be more likely to affect a sector within the
system. For example pay TV (if it continued to lose rights packages and
subscribers);
b. Material losses to BDU and broadcaster revenue due to regulatory change.
This would be a presumably an unintended or more-negative-than-expected

134

Netflix market cap as at May 26, 2014. Corus, the only remaining large Canadian broadcaster, had a
market cap of just over $2 billion on the same day. A reasonable valuation of all Canadian television
broadcasting entities assets today might be $12 billion.
135
For example, while Amazon has considerable resources and the beginnings of a global footprint, to
date it appears to have decided to be less disruptive than Netflix, as evidenced by HBO’s decision to
licence, for a reported $300 million, older back catalogue shows like the Sopranos to Amazon (while at
the same time, not cannibalizing subscribers who want the newest shows, including Game of Thrones
and True Detective, and potentially mining future subscribers). See, for example, Netflix vs. Amazon, and
the New Economics of Television, Neil Irwin, New York Times, April 25, 2014.
136
For more about potential tipping points and OTT, see for example, April 15, 2011, RBC Report and
Market Impact and Indicators of Over the Top Television in Canada: 2012, March, 2012, Peter Miller and
Randal Rudniski.
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result of the regulatory proposals currently under consideration. It could be
sector specific, or cross-sectoral;
c. Bypass of the Canadian broadcasting system by major US programmers
(e.g. AMC or HBO Go direct to Canadians). This could occur as an evolution
of a. and/or b. It could be sector specific, or across all sectors; and
d. OTT disruption from a major international player like YouTube, which
purchases or is otherwise granted global rights to television programming but
sells advertising market-by-market. This is the least likely over the short term,
but possibly most likely over the long term. Its impact It would likely be felt
across all sectors.

5.89.

Definitions of “tipping point” include:


The point at which an product crosses a certain threshhold and gains significant
momentum, triggered by some apparently minor factor or change; and



The point in a situation at which a relatively minor development precipitates a
crisis.

5.90.

These very definitions speak to uncertainty and unintended or unexpected
consequences. It is that non-linear characteristic of tipping points (“at some time in
the future, possibly”) that make them so hard for public policy makers to address,
and in circumstances such as these, make it so important to be cautious in
considering abandoning historic support measures. By contrast, in the face of a
tipping point, incumbent businesses have to be bold – to push change faster than
normal, even to the extent of disrupting themselves, before they get disrupted.

5.91.

As discussed in the 2012 Study, identifying, monitoring and trying to understand the
potential consequences of tipping points is key.

The unique structure of the Canadian broadcasting system

5.92.

The Canadian broadcasting system – particularly the English-language component
– is unique in the world. There are at least two reasons for this.

Access to every popular program available in the US plus Canadian content

5.93.

First, from the start, the Canadian broadcasting system was built on the necessary
premise that Canadians should be given access to every popular program available
in the US plus Canadian content. Our success in supporting Canadian content has
not been based on denying access to foreign content, but in leveraging that access
to subsidize domestic production.

5.94.

No other country has used this model – certainly not to the extent that Canada has.
They haven’t had to. US content was not as interesting to Brits or Australians as it
has been to Canadians, and it wasn’t pouring over the borders as it always has here
(first over the air) and is now everywhere (via the internet).

5.95.

Today, however, our global, often borderless, broadband internet means that not
only can someone in Britain, Australia, France (or just about anywhere except China
and Burma) access US content, but increasingly they crave it. In Canada, we’re used
to that. In Australia, for example, unanticipated “grey market” access to US Netflix
has come as a rude “shock”, that the their system is trying to adapt to.

5.96.

Netflix’s international strategy (outside North America) takes full advantage of this
fact. As stated in Netflix’s 1Q 2014 letter to shareholders:
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Outside of North America, we are also becoming the first-run home for many
great U.S. TV series. We are releasing those series one episode per week, in
order to reduce the time international viewers must wait for local availability.
Traditionally, even the most popular American series are withheld from
international viewers for several months at a minimum, which has contributed
greatly to the growth of piracy. We are tightening that window to less than 7 days,
and wherever possible, to within 24 hours. The Breaking Bad spin-off Better Call
Saul, as well as From Dusk Till Dawn and Fargo, are among the series
premiering on Netflix in international territories137.
More consolidated and vertically-integrated than that in practically any other country

5.97.

Second, but only in the last five years, the Canadian broadcasting system has
become more consolidated and vertically integrated than that in practically any other
country. The regulatory bargain that permitted this was based on the premise that
deep-pocketed vertically integrated players would have both the heft and incentive to
compete with international players – both traditional and OTT.

5.98.

Evidence to date is that this has worked. As discussed above, little further “erosion”
of the Canadian rights market place has occurred since Netflix’s Canadian launch
(indeed there has been some evidence of pushback) and no new foreign OTT
entrant has launched in Canada. In fact, the expectation is that the next OTT player
to launch in Canada will be a Canadian one.

5.99.

Moreover, the fact that local TV stations have not closed despite their lack of profits,
speaks to the broader “benefit” owners see in having powerhouse, but almost “loss
leader”, conventional networks together with specialty, sports, BDU and other
telecom properties138.

The broadcasting system going forward

5.100.

There is at least a reasonable theory to be advanced that Canada may be less
vulnerable as a rights market, going forward, than other English-speaking (or US
program watching) nations.

5.101.

The logic would go like this. Having already brought US programming into the
country in a containable manner, and set up a structure that provides a fighting
chance to stay in control, Canada has a better shot of maintaining a separate rights
market and viable broadcasting system than countries that both underestimate their
citizens’ appetite for US fare, and have failed to set up any mechanisms to address
it.

5.102.

Ironically, the two unique characteristics of the Canadian broadcasting system that
both define and protect it (and the underlying Canadian rights marketplace), are also,
of course, what could hasten its demise. It is because we are so dependent on US
fare and so vertically integrated that increasing bypass of our system could be so
devastating.

137

Netflix’s 1Q 2014 letter to shareholders, at p. 3
The ongoing losses at Rogers’ CityTV are a matter of public record. Acquisition of NHL rights, and a
new US program acquisition strategy, are obviously intended to change that – but the results viz
conventional may depend as much on cost allocation decisions as anything else. It also seems clear that
at least one set of local TV stations – the CTV 2 network – has been kept alive in large measure because
of commitments that have flowed from consolidation.
138
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5.103.

As more and more linear viewing shifts to on demand and online platforms (and the
profitability of linear broadcasting services declines), BDU/ISPs could find that their
profit margins on the bandwidth necessary to access OTT service, are as good or
better than that of broadcasting and BDU service. Should this occur, a point might be
reached where further investment in Canadian broadcasting in the broadest sense
wanes in favour of the limited provision of Canadian programming in profitable
niches like news, sports and information. Canadian drama, and local news in
smaller and medium markets could suffer greatly.

5.104.

Which of these scenarios comes to pass will not just be ultimately determined by
technology. Enabled by it, yes. Public policy determinations, particularly those in
this proceeding, will play a big role.
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6. Conclusions and Commentary

6.1.

To start, let’s answer the questions posed by our viewer on May 30th:














Why are only some of my favourite shows here? Mostly because it’s case by
case - both the rights made available, and the costs differ show by show.
Sometimes broadcasters can’t get more extensive rights. Sometimes they are
simply too expensive. In your case, you were particularly unlucky because of
when you tried. For many shows, broadcasters had rights during the season, but
they expired within 4 weeks of the end of the season.
Why do some shows appear to have the whole season, while others have
only one or two or maybe three episodes? That’s the difference between socalled “catch-up” rights and “in-season stacking” rights. Most shows now have
catch-up rights up to four weeks after a show it is available on demand. The idea
is that if you miss an episode or two, you can “catch up”. In-season stacking
rights allow a broadcaster to “stack” all episodes of the season for on demand
viewing after each episode airs. What’s great about this is that if you suddenly
want to watch a series mid- or late-season, you can get it. Not all shows have it,
though.
Why can I get some shows on my BDU platform but not on the Channel site
or App, and vice versa? What is where is subject to commercial agreements.
Also there may be some rights platform restrictions.
Why can I get some shows without logging on, but not others? That logging
on is called “authentication”, and if you’re on a cable or satellite company site,
you’ll need to do it. That makes sense – you have to be a paying customer.
Broadcaster sites offer a limited number of both network and specialty shows for
free. Each broadcaster does it differently (primarily for marketing and promotion
purposes), and usually the availability of shows is time limited.
Why can’t I get Rogers programming on Bell or vice versa? Let’s just call
that growing pains. The additional rights broadcasters have to acquire to give
you on demand do not come cheap. All companies are trying to figure out how
much they can afford and how they can get paid. “TV Everywhere” is the
industry’s promise of a future where you will be able to do this. The major
outstsnding deals (eg. Rogers–Bell) should be worked out by the fall.
Why can’t I get my free OTA TV shows on demand for free too? That sort of
relates to the previous answer. Because cable and satellite companies are
paying for these rights, they don’t really want OTA broadcasters to give ondemand for free. The compromise is a free seven-day catch-up on broadcaster
OTT sites. The broadcasters get advertising revenue for this period. After seven
days, you generally would need to be a cable or satellite subscriber.
Why can’t I just get everything I have on TV on Netflix? Well there’s at least
three answers to that. One, if you could, Netflix would cost $100 a month, not
under $10. Two, the infrastructure used by broadcasters can’t do what Netflix
does as easily. Netflix is already taking up 34% of peak downstream internet
traffic. The internet couldn’t handle everyone watching all their TV online. Three,
Netflix is not Canadian nor does it contribute to Canadian programming the way
Canadian broadcasters do. So it would probably be good-bye to your Canadian
shows.
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6.2.

That’s from a viewer perspective. Greater choice in the number and time span of TV
shows available online and on mobile devices but still inconvenience and barriers to
the promise of TV everywhere. And the looming threat to Canadian programming.

6.3.

The industry perspective is one of ongoing transition and continuing issues re
monetization, but, in some ways, greater certainty. Netflix has set a baseline “market
price” for (post broadcast) OTT rights. Instead of shadow boxing, Canadian
broadcasters know the competition, and know each other’s respective strengths. It
may be too soon to say that the focus has now shifted to other OTT threats (e.g.
YouTube), but while a serious (and in many ways “unfair”) competitor, few see Netflix
as the “death star” of Canadian broadcasting139.

6.4.

The basic conclusion from this is that, although pressures continue to mount, the
Canadian rights market remains sound, and, barring material disruption, should
remain so through the medium term at least.

6.5.

The vast majority of multiplatform TV rights should continue to be bought and sold in
Canada, separately from other jurisdictions – be it from the US, or other countries –
for the foreseeable future. Barring material disruption, the degree of program,
viewing and revenue losses to foreign OTT players over the medium term should not
be of such a magnitude as to undermine the viability of the Canadian rights market.

6.6.

This Study nevertheless notes that there are scenarios that could have a material
effect on such an outlook - the immediate risk being regulatory, the medium to longterm risk being technological/competitive.

6.7.

Of particular note is that many, if not most, of the key regulatory measures that
support, and help ensure, a separate Canadian program rights market are under
review in the CRTC “Talk TV” proceeding. These include simultaneous substitution,
barriers to entry of foreign services, genre protection, and predominance of
Canadian specialty and pay services.

6.8.

Given this “regulatory risk” to the maintenance of a separate Canadian program
rights market, the report suggests that a cautious, even conservative, approach to
review of such measures might therefore be warranted.

6.9.

Over the medium to long term, this Study identifies a number of potential tipping
points that could have a disruptive impact on the Canadian rights market.
Identifying, monitoring and trying to better understand the potential consequences of
such tipping points will become increasingly important going forward.

139

Netflix’s impact does appear to have been mostly felt by pay TV in Canada, both because it positions
itself as a “premium” movie and series service, and because it is not advertising supported.
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Appendix 1 – International OTT & TV - Focus on Europe and the UK
Communication regulation in Europe is a two-tiered matter. There is a basic set of rules under
the Audiovisual Media Services Directive, but each country has its own set of domestic rules.
Likewise, the reaction of each country to convergence and the new OTT players varies
dramatically, one might say, between the cultural defensiveness of France and the market
optimism of the UK.
With regard to content, broadcasters are required to ensure that a majority of their broadcast
content is European in origin. Some countries, notably France, have additional requirements for
their own national content. The UK, by contrast, does not.
Europe
The Audiovisual Media Services Directive140 of 2010 is the basis of European policy for
audiovisual including both traditional television (“linear services”) and video-on-demand (“nonlinear services”). The Directive is “technologically neutral” in that it applies to TV, internet and
mobile, but it applies a “two-tier” approach with lighter regulation of on-demand services on the
justification of the viewer’s active decision-making at the point of viewing.
For example, broadcasters are required to reserve a majority of their transmission time,
excluding sports and advertising, for European content. On-demand services are required to
promote production and access of European programming, in ways that may include financial
contributions, but may also be ensuring prominence of European works in the program
‘catalogue.’
The European Commission has two principles that are somewhat at odds in the case of
audiovisual content. First it wishes to encourage the “internal market,” the term used to indicate
the free flow of goods and services throughout Europe. This is a basic goal of the European
project and the Commission approaches every case of territorial distinction (such as rights sold
on a territory-by-territory basis) with skepticism. Secondly, it is required to defend cultural
diversity across Europe.
In April 2013, the European Commission issued a Green Paper141, requesting views on the
changing media landscape, the borderless internet and implications for EU rules. The question
was whether, with increasing convergence it was appropriate that OTT providers had different
obligations from broadcasters. In addition, there was questioning of the “country of origin”
principle, whereby providers are subject to regulation in the country of origin only and not, apart
from rare exceptions, in the destination country.
In 2013, the Commissions “Licenses for Europe” stakeholder dialogue wound up after a year of
consultations and discussions, with “Cross-border access and portability of services” being one
of four key debates. The Commission’s interest is in encouraging legitimate content services
that cross national boundaries and enabling consumers to view content legally acquired in one
Member State wherever they are in Europe. The Commission is in particular interested in
encouraging a cross border market for online rights and has issued a number of consultation
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:095:0001:0024:EN:PDF.
“Preparing for a Fully Converged Audiovisual World: Growth, Creation and Values” European
Commission (2013).
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2013:0231:FIN:EN:PDF.
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processes over recent years which, in one way or another, have tested the waters on requiring
online rights to be issued on a cross border basis.
Summary European statistics142

142

A summary of country code acronyms can be found here:
http://gawain.membrane.com/paralegals/abbrev.html
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UK
The UK sector is now the fourth largest in the world in terms of the level of broadcasters’
investment in original content, second only to the US in its export performance and world leader
in the export of programme format sales143. The total annual spend on original first-run domestic
programming in the UK is estimated to be worth more than £4 billion144 (C$7.3 billion).
The BBC has recently received approval from Ofcom for a change in the catch-up provisions of
its online service iPlayer, which accounts for by far the majority of online television watching in
the UK145. This change, which is expect to go into effect this summer, will bring BBC in line with
other UK public service broadcasters (PSBs). The TV catch-up window will be extended from 7
days to 30 days after first broadcast. Simultaneously, series-stacking will be withdrawn for
television (it will still exist for radio).
In its approval notice, Ofcom noted that BBC research indicates consumers are increasingly
using iPlayer as a way to discover content, rather than going to iPlayer to view an existing
program. It believes that 40% use iPlayer in this fashion – up from 20% in 2009. Ofcom’s
comparatively relaxed approach to the impact of this change on other services (it believes that
BBC’s own programming is likely to be more affected than competitors’ programming) is partly
based on its belief that, even by 2020, live TV viewing will make up 80% of all TV viewing146. In
its analysis BBC suggested that there would be no impact on sVOD services - later clarifying
that though there might be an impact on viewership, there would be no impact on subscriptions.

143

British Screen Advisory Council.
“Creative UK: The audiovisual sector and economic success”, Robin Foster and Tom Broughton
(2011)
145
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/news/press_releases/2014/iplayer.html
146
Ofcom, 2013 CMR, p.144. Figure 2.20. Enders Analysis forecast that in 2020, live TV viewing will still
make up 80% of all TV viewing (The rise of connected TV, January 2013).
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Commentators have pointed out that, in the UK, it was iPlayer that generated the audience
desires that Netflix meets – that iPlayer paved the way for Netflix. Now in the latest generation
iPlayer, the BBC has borrowed features from Netflix in terms of discovery, personalisation and
watching across multiple devices. In doing so, the BBC says it is moving iPlayer from “TV online
to online TV.”147
Interestingly, the controversial Comcast/ Netflix deal which ensures a more efficient connection
from Netlix servers to Comcast customers would be old news in the UK. The BBC has
agreements with a number of ISPs to deliver iPlayer over a peered link, although it has not been
suggested that money has changed hands148. These arrangements are public, and Ofcom has
approved them.149
As part of its submission to Ofcom, BBC hired Mediatheque to conduct a study which asserted:
- the BBC currently (2012) has as 42% share of on-demand consumption (in terms of
viewed hours). This is projected to decline to 36% by 2018.
- over this same period total on-demand consumption, in terms of viewed hours, is
expected to increase.
- series stacking is limited by the terms of BBC’s license to 15% of all titles available on
iPlayer.
- almost 70% of iPlayer users do not use series stacking.
- series stacking outside the current 7 day window contributes 2% to total iPlayer viewing.
On PSBplayers, some content, often US series, is not available on a catch-up or demand basis.
Summary UK Stats
The following are relevant (mostly 2012) statistics from Ofcom: International Communications
Market Report (2013):


UK consumers are the most likely to access TV content over the internet, with over a
third (36%) of internet users claiming to do this every week.



Consumers in the UK are the most likely to watch catch-up TV on their smart TVs,
mobile phones and tablets. 77% of UK smart TV owners said that they accessed catchup TV on their device, while over one in ten mobile phone owners in the UK stated that
they had accessed catch-up TV on their device. For tablets, a third of UK consumers
said that they had accessed catch-up TV on their device, compared to 20% in the US
and 11% in Japan.



According to Ofcom research, 41% of UK homes now have a DVR device, which is the
highest in Europe and overall. The US and Australia follow, with DVRs installed in 38%
and 35% of households respectively. France has the lowest DVR take-up of these nine
comparator countries, at 17%.
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http://www.techradar.com/news/television/iplayer-paved-the-way-for-netflix-now-netflix-is-setting-thepace-1232966
148
http://www.expertreviews.co.uk/home-entertainment/1306888/outraged-by-comcast-netflix-deal-bbciplayer-is-already-doing-the-same-thing-in-the-uk
149
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More than a third of all advertising spend in the UK is online. The UK remained the
country where the greatest share of all advertising spend was on the internet, with 36%
of advertising being attributed to the sector in 2012.
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